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He was so talkative. 

“Maybe you can leave your contact with me? If I encounter something, maybe 
I can ask your family for help. Don’t worry, I won’t ask for your help for free. 
I…” 

“Watch out!” Just as Fia wanted to tell him to shut up and focus on his driving, 
she saw a truck driving straight toward them. 

The driver would glance at Fia every now and then through the rearview 
mirror. She was so pretty. 

All men enjoyed such a pretty sight, and it was this kind of split–second 
moment that was the most dangerous. 

“Oh hell no! What’s wrong with that driver?!” The middle–aged man cursed 
and steered away from the truck as best as he could. 

However, the truck was too fast and too big. It was like a starving great white 
opening up its bloody jaws at them. 

The middle–aged man had already steered as much as he could and there 
was nothing else he could do. 

There was a huge bang as everything froze for two seconds, and all she could 
hear was the screeching in her ears! 

Fia was completely stunned in those few seconds. The car shook 
uncontrollably and only one thought played in her mind. ‘This is the end.” 

She had rolled inside the car a few times. She didn’t know where she was hit. 
She was in so much pain. 

Bang! 

The car was knocked over by the truck and it rolled over 360 degrees several 
times before the car crashed at the flowerbed by the road. 



Next to the flowerbed was a walkway, and everyone walking on it screamed 
uncontrollably. 

The windshield was completely shattered as the car was overturned. Fia was 
lying in the car in a strange manner. The entire world outside was upside 
down. 

Her head was buzzing. She didn’t know if it was because of the wound on her 
head, or because she was just scared. 

She wanted to touch her belly, but the moment she tried to move her arm, she 
felt so much pain. She tried to move her other arm. She didn’t feel any pain, 
so she quickly touched the arm that was in pain. All she could touch was 
some sticky liquid, and glass that had cut into her flesh. 

“Oh g*d! Did that truck lose control?!” 

“The people inside must be seriously injured!” 

“The car has been completely thrashed. The people inside might be dead 
already.” 

“Next time if we see a truck coming our way, we should move away even if it’s 
from the opposite direction!” 

Fia didn’t dare to move. She didn’t know where her injury was, and she could 
feel her anxiety overtake 

her. She sobbed, “Baby… My baby… Are you okay?” 

The baby inside of her was only two months old. It could not respond to her. 

She nervously asked, “Driver, driver, are you okay?” 

The front of the car was completely destroyed after being crushed by the 
truck. The driver had already fainted from the pain. She didn’t even know if he 
was still alive. 

There were more and more voices coming from the outside. Some kind 
people were shouting to them, to check with them if they were alright. 

Fia suddenly couldn’t hear their voices anymore as her vision focused on a 
shopping mall’s giant screen not far away. 



There was a man and a woman on the screen. The man was wearing a black 
suit while the woman was wearing a tight, red dress. 

She was holding his arm, and a black veil covered her eyes. However, the 
edges of those red lips of hers were raised. 

Despite all the passersby calling out to her, she could hear the voices from the 
screen. 

“Mr. Maxwell and Ms. Manning really suit each other. When are you going to 
get married?” 

The woman in the red dress let out a smile and put her head on his shoulder. 

“Well, it should be quite soon. I’ll invite all of you to our wedding.” 

Fia blinked, and she could feel a warm, sticky liquid flowing from her neck to 
her lips, and then to her eyes. She sobbed in pain as she simply closed her 
eyes. 

She remembered how he came and held her in his arms and told her that she 
would not let her go to prison. That he would take her home. 

She was calm and didn’t believe him on the surface. Instead, she even 
mocked him. 

But her heart was beating faster. 

It was warm. 
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But now, he was busy with the engagement with his first love. They were 
talking about their wedding date. 

She could hear the death throes from her heart. She was dying. 

If she died, she no longer had to face anyone or anything. 

‘Mom, Grandma, I’m going to meet you now. 

‘Can you wait for me a little bit more?” 



“Move! Move, all of you!” 

The ambulance and the fire truck finally appeared and the people in the area 
were evacuated. 

Jason put on his mask and looked at the deformed car not realizing who was 
at the back of it. 

As a doctor, he had to be calm. 

The front of the car had been damaged, and the driver was stuck inside. His 
o**ans could easily be injured from the pressure. It was very dangerous! 

He could die at any time! They were fighting Death itself for more time! 

That was why he pulled his sleeves up and was prepared to first remove the 
deformed, front part of the car to save the driver first together with a few 
firemen, 

Meanwhile, two other firemen were going to help from the back. They tried to 
wake the woman at the back and remove the car door, to save her first. 

Jason bent down and caught a glimpse of the bloodied face. 

He could feel something explode in him as his eyes turned red and he roared, 
“The woman at the back is pregnant! Move her out now!” 

“Faster! Faster!” 

Conrad was expressionless the whole time. 

However, Esme didn’t care about that at all. She held his arm and smiled at 
the cameras held by the reporters and replied to all their questions gently. 

Suddenly, Conrad felt suffocated and he pulled Esme’s hand away. 

“Enough!” 

“What is it, Conrad? It’s going to be over in another thirty minutes. Then, we 
can pick up Fia together.” 

Conrad took a deep breath while Hank and Beth quickly ran over. 



“Conrad, it’ll just take a little more. You and…” 

“I have something to do in the company!” Conrad said as he felt something 
was wrong. He couldn’t stay there for even a moment longer. 

Esme chased after him in her high heels and held his arm. The gentle smile 
on her face began to c*ack as she whispered, “Conrad, if you don’t keep your 
promise, my parents will never show Fia any mercy.” 

“I’ve already shown my face to all the reporters together with you! What else 
do you want?!” 

Esme was stunned, but she knew that she could no longer force him. 

“Fine. Go back to the company. Leave everything else to me.” She smiled 
widely and let go of Conrad. 

Conrad didn’t even want to stay there a moment longer and he left. 

He suddenly felt very anxious. He had to personally pick Fia up and go home 
together. He couldn’t leave it to Silas. 

She was very emotional at this point. If he told Silas to go, she would become 
angry at him again.. 

And then there was this engagement. He had no other choice but to take good 
care of her. 

Conrad got into his car and quickly drove to the police station. He was having 
such a bad feeling that his heart began to beat uncontrollably. 

When he remembered how superstitious Fia would get and how she would 
start going wild whenever she had a bad feeling, he hit his chest and cursed 
under his breath. “Darn it!” 

Suddenly, the screen on his phone lit up and showed that there was an 
incoming call. 

He glanced at the display and picked up irritably. 

“What is it?!” 



“Conrad! Why aren’t you dead?!” Eileen’s voice was so full of resentment that 
it sounded like it was from a ghost. 

Conrad frowned and said, “Don’t worry. I’ll go pick Fia up right now. I’ll take 
care of the Mannings later.” 

“Fia was in a car accident! She was sent to the hospital!” Eileen cried out even 
as she sobbed. 

Conrad stepped on the brake suddenly as the car screeched, caring little 
about all the h*nks coming from 

behind him. 

“What did you say? How could she get into an accident? Isn’t she still at the 
station? I already told her last night to wait for me and that I’ll take her home!” 

“Conrad Maxwell, if something happens to her, I swear I’ll kill you and that 
w*ore! 
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Eileen’s hurt voice echoed in the car even after she hung up. 

Conrad’s hands suddenly became numb as they shook. 

“Hello? Sir?” 

“Silas, where is Fia? Did you pick her up?” 

“You told me to pick her up at eight, right? It’s only seven right, but I’ll go 
now…” 

“Find out where she is right now!” 

Suddenly, there was a little thumping coming from outside. Conrad looked at 
the person who was knocking at his car window with angry eyes. 

The moment when the car window was lowered and the man encountered the 
pair of murderous, amber eyes, he couldn’t help but take two steps back. 



“Friend, the people at the back can’t drive anymore with you suddenly 
stopping your car in the middle of the road. Can you move to the side if you 
need to do something?” 

“Scram!” Conrad roared as he opened the door like an angry lion.. 

He was so scary that the innocent passerby ran back to his car. 

Gryphonheart Hospital. 

Two surgeries needed to be done at the same time. Jason removed his 
bloodied clothes and was prepared to change into his hospital scrubs. 

A couple of his colleagues ran over from another surgery theater. 

“Jason, the driver is heavily wounded. The director asked you to be the 
leading surgeon.” 

“No!” Jason’s normally gentle expression was as cold as an Antarctic glacier. 

“Jason, she’s not as heavily injured as the driver. The other doctors can…” 

“No!” Jason quickly changed his outfit and pushed his other colleagues who 
were trying to advise him out of the way so that he could go in. 

“What’s wrong with you, doctor? The driver has multiple lacerations in his 
o*ans and both his legs are shattered. We really need you…” 

“I can’t leave Fia’s life to someone else!” Jason’s words were cold as if a 
shadow had been cast over him. 

His colleagues were stunned. 

Then they knew what was happening. 

She was very important to the doctor. No wonder it was the first time he 
looked so terrifying. 

“Move!” Jason walked into the surgery theater. 

Inside the surgery theater, Sally was just about to remove a piece of glass 
from Fia’s chest. 



The position of the glass was very precarious. It pierced into the flesh too 
deeply and it was in contact 

with her heart. 

“Doctor, the patient is bleeding!” 

Sally frowned and looked at the lower half of Fia’s body. 

“Blood transfusion now!” 

The team that was in perfect sync was stunned for a second. Just as a nurse 
was about to move, she noticed Jason looking at her with cold eyes and a bag 
of blood. 

“I’ll do it!” 

When Sally heard the familiar voice, she gave him a look and quickly allowed 
him to take over without even wasting time. 

She let out a sigh of relief. She believed that with Jason here, Fia would be 
alright! 

“I’ll leave this to you, Jason. I’ll deal with the dead…” Sally didn’t want to 
complete the sentence. 

The expression on Jason’s face became even colder and he didn’t say 
anything. He didn’t even look at Fia’s bottom half. 

He simply took the tools and began to focus on Fia’s injury on her chest. 

“Ah… What should we do? How could this have happened?!” Outside the 
surgery theater, Eileen almost fainted from all the crying as Lyn held her. 

Her personal assistant, Lyn, simply looked at the LED display. It showed that 
Fia was still being operated 

on. 

“Don’t worry, Eileen. The g*ds will protect someone as kind as her.” 



Eileen bit her lips and nodded. “She promised to treat me to dinner! And said 
that once I moved out of the country, she’ll visit me together with the baby. 
She won’t break her promise!” 

Lyn’s heart sank. 

They had seen the b*oody scene of Fia’s accident when they were stuck in 
the jam. 

When she saw how bad the jam was, she got down to see what was 
happening. She then saw Fia being moved from the car, covered in blood. 

She got back into the car to tell Eileen, and she immediately went to the 
hospital together in the 

ambulance. 

All she could do was to advise Eileen to stay calm, but she knew something 
bad had happened with those kinds of injuries she suffered. 
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Suddenly, there was a string of footsteps approaching them. 

Lyn turned and was shocked to see what was happening. 

“Eileen, so many reporters are here. We can’t stay here any longer.” 

Eileen turned and looked, and one of the reporters snapped a picture of her 
teary face. 

She couldn’t care less as she tightened her fists. 

“I can’t leave at a time like this. I want to wait until Fia comes out.” 

“Eileen, the boss is still discussing you with the media. The reason they’re 
blocking you here is so they could question you.” 

Eileen shook her head and said coldly, “He already announced his marriage 
with Sapphire. What right do they have to question me?!” 

“But…” 



Lyn still wanted to warn her, but several microphones had already been 
extended toward them, and so she blocked them instinctively. 

“I’m sorry, but Eileen is busy right now and doesn’t have the time to answer 
any questions. Our boss and 

Ms. Starling’s wedding date has already been announced. If you have any 
questions, please go to our company and ask our boss. 

“We’re here for Ms. Reid!” 

“We don’t believe that you have no relationship with Mr. Maxwell at all!” 

“Someone just leaked that your boss Mr. Maxwell is actually your sugar 
daddy. Please give us a direct answer, Ms. Reid.” 

Eileen gritted her teeth and stood up, and her regal aura that she had 
developed from being in the entertainment industry for so long instantly 
enveloped them all. 

“You want to know about my relationship with Victor Maxwell? Fine. I’ll explain 
everything to you. Other than him being my boss and me being his employee, 
we don’t have any other relationships. 

“I never loved him in the past, don’t love him in the present, and never will in 
the future! 

“Of course,” she said with a sneer. “How can someone as lowly as us 
celebrities in the entertainment industry amount to anything in the eyes of the 
rich and powerful? How can I be a match for him? That’s why I have never 
thought of being anything to him!” 

The reporters were all stunned. They thought that Eileen wanted to argue with 
them. They didn’t realize. that she would demean herself instead. 

“Is there anything else you want to ask? Ms. Sapphire Starling had already 
clarified that the woman in the video was her. Do you still want to add on 
additional storylines for me and my boss?” Seeing that the reporters were still 
stunned, a plan formed in her mind. “I’ll be upfront with all of you. My contract 
with my boss is nearing the end. I won’t extend the contract anymore!” 

The reporter then asked, “Which company are you going to move to next?” 



“About that… I haven’t decided yet. I might even retire.” 

Eileen spoke with a cold smile. She wanted to see how he was going to chain 
her up when the reporters 

questioned him about her contract expiring soon! 

Three years… She had endured it for three years because there was still 
hope in her heart. 

But all that hope had become nothing when he announced his wedding with 
Sapphire. 

Just then, the operating theater opened its door. 

A nurse ran out. “Who is the family of Fia Lawson?” 

“Me! I’m here!” Eileen walked over with red eyes. 

“You’re Fia Lawson’s family? We need you to sign the indemnity letter before 
the doctors can proceed with the emergency surgery!” 

“What? Emergency?!” Eileen almost fainted as her vision almost turned black. 

Lyn helped her up and asked the nurse, “How did it become an emergency? 
They didn’t ask us to sign anything when they pushed her in.” 

“Her condition is worse than what we initially expected. Doctor Hall said the 
indemnity letter needs to be signed immediately! Quickly, they’re still waiting 
inside. If you don’t sign, the doctors can’t proceed…” 

“I’ll sign!” Eileen said as her hand shook. 

“Who are you to her?” 

“Best friend.” 

“That won’t work! We need someone from her family!” 
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Eileen didn’t know what to do. Fia’s mother had passed away and no one 
knew who her father was. Family? Which family? The Mannings? 



Suddenly, Lyn’s brain ticked and asked, “Does her husband count?” 

“Of course! Where is he right now? Tell him to come over and sign the form!” 

Lyn held Eileen’s shaking hand and whispered, “Eileen, give Fia’s husband a 
call.” 

Eileen’s eyes were so red as if they were bleeding with hate pulsing in them. 

“He’s not worthy!” But even then, she knew it was not the time to make any 
sort of complaints. And so, she gave Conrad a call. 

“Hello?” 

“Get to Gryphonheart Hospital right now! The hospital needs someone from 
her family to sign the paperwork!” 

“I’m already in the elevator. I’ll be there soon!” Conrad hung up the call. When 
the elevator door opened, he immediately ran out only to see a group of 
reporters waiting outside. 

“Silas, get rid of all of them!” 

“Of course!” 

When the reporters saw Conrad, all of them rushed over excitedly. 

Silas immediately pushed away the man standing at the front so that Conrad 
could get through. When he 

saw that they wanted to give chase, he growled at them, warning and 
threatening them. 

The entire situation was getting a bit chaotic. Luckily, the hospital’s security 
could see what was happening and a group of them came and got rid of all 
the reporters from the hospital. 

“How is she? Where is she?” 

“Sign it!” Eileen grabbed the indemnity letter and pen from the nurse’s hand 
and gave them to Conrad.” Quick, the doctor needs it for the surgery!” 

“Indemnity letter?” Conrad grabbed the paper tightly. “What do you mean?!” 



The nurse had seen plenty of situations like this and quickly explained, “The 
patient might pass away during the operation because of complications. The 
patient’s family members need to sign before the doctors can perform the 
operation.” 

In short, the patient’s condition was critical. The patient’s family needed to 
accept that accidents may happen. Only then would the doctors be brave 
enough to attempt to save her. 

Otherwise, if something happened, the family members could sue the doctors 
and the hospital. 

Inside the surgery theater. 

Sweat formed on Jason’s forehead. Despite all the years of being a doctor, he 
had never been as fearful as today. 

However, he couldn’t let his negative emotions take control of him. He 
suppressed all the negative. feelings inside of him and focused on Fia’s 
injuries. 

Sally felt sorry for him when she saw what was happening. 

“Jason, without the family member’s authorization, we can’t continue with the 
operation. If she were to… The hospital would have to…” 

“Enough!” Jason cut her off. “No matter what happens, I’ll take full 
responsibility. Support me!” 

Sally held the forceps in her hand tightly. It was not that she lacked 
compassion, but she really didn’t 

want Jason to continue. 

A glass had pierced through a part of Fia’s heart. It was a very dangerous 
surgery. 

Even after surgery, there was a high probability of infection. They needed a 
family member’s approval first. 

However, Jason was ignoring it and wanting to continue with the surgery. He 
couldn’t even wait for someone to sign despite the nurse going out and trying 
to get it done not too long ago. 



“We can wait for a few more minutes. As soon as someone signs, we can 
then…” 

“No! She cannot wait!” Jason gritted his teeth as his voice shook. “Her mother 
passed away because of cancer, and she has no father. Conrad Maxwell was 
getting engaged with another woman this morning…” 

He was worried that Conrad might not make it and Fia would immediately die 
on the surgery table. 

Even he, who was normally calm and collected, didn’t collapse as he held on 
to the last hope with his eyes turning red. 

His gloves were stained with blood as he focused his vision on the injuries. 

“Fia, don’t give up.” 
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Sally gulped and wanted to advise Jason to wait when footsteps could be 
heard. 

The nurse who went out just now had come back with hope on her face. 

“Doctor Hall, her family has signed the letter!” 

Sally let out a sigh of relief and prepared herself. “Everyone, support Doctor 
Evans!” 

“Is… Is she going to be alright?” Conrad stared at the door with his fists 
tightened. 

Eileen looked at him angrily, “You can leave now!” 

Conrad frowned. He was not in the mood to fight her. 

“Go back to your engagement ceremony! Don’t stay here and disgust Fia!” 

Silas quietly walked over and said, “Ms. Reid, my boss promised to get 
engaged with Ms. Manning out of desperation.” 

“Liar!” Eileen glared at Conrad with angry eyes. “Ever since Esme came back, 
all you’ve wanted to do is divorce Fia! You only made her stay because of the 



baby! Now that she has been locked up, you can divorce her openly! 
Everyone out there wouldn’t say that you abandoned your original wife for a 
homewrecker! They would only think that Fia had committed a crime! Conrad 
Maxwell, you’re so heartless!” 

“No matter what you say, the engagement is just a strategy for me to slow 
things down.” 

“Ha!” Eileen let out a disgusted smile. “You work together with someone else 
to deal with a woman like her and say that the engagement is for her own 
good? Who would believe you?!” 

Conrad scratched his head and kicked at the wall, irritated. 

“I didn’t!” 

“You didn’t believe Fia at all! All you do is protect that homewrecker! Lyn, 
show him the evidence!” 

“Sure!” Lyn removed the backpack from her back only to stare at it with eyes 
wide. “Eileen…” 

Eileen could hear something was wrong in her voice and she turned and 
looked.. 

A large opening had been cut from the backpack. 

She quickly grabbed it and checked. 

“Where’re the documents? The evidence?!” 

Lyn’s face turned pale. She remembered how the media reporters were 
pushing her. She was worried that they would knock into Eileen, so she was 
focused on stopping her. She didn’t pay attention to her backpack at all. 

Conrad looked at how Eileen and her assistant reacted and asked curiously, 
“What evidence?” 

Eileen suddenly raised her head and looked at him like he was some kind of a 
scoundrel. 

“Did you send someone to do it?!” 



“Last time when Lola was going to show you the evidence in her phone, 
everything was deleted! Now that 

you appeared, all the documents and pieces of evidence are gone!” 

They were going to use it as evidence during the court case to prove Fia’s 
innocence and show what Esme really was like! 

Because they had gathered them in a rush, they didn’t have the time to back 
them up just yet. They only had one, single copy. 

“Lola?” There was disgust in his voice. “That woman can’t be counted on. All 
she did was make them fight! Her words mean nothing!” 

“Conrad, are you still a man?!” Eileen’s rage was fully shown on her face. She 
was sure that Conrad was 

behind it all! 

“What are you all yelling about?” 

At this time, a cold voice came from behind her. Eileen looked at the person 
as she gritted her teeth. 

Victor walked over with swag, his hands in his pockets. 

He glanced at Eileen before going over to Conrad with a smile, 
“Congratulations, cousin.” 

“Scram!” Conrad’s expression darkened. 

“Hey, shouldn’t I congratulate you? You can have one to the left and one to 
the right! It’s a happy day! But 

You haven’t divorce Fia, have you? Why are you getting engaged with 
another woman already? It’s a crime, you know?” 

“Quiet!” After being accused by Eileen like that, his mind was in chaos. The 
only reason he endured her was because she was Fia’s only good friend. 

But he could no longer hold it back when Victor provoked him and he quickly 
gave Victor a kick. 
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“Oh? Does this count as anger out of embarrassment ? Victor quickly moved 
away, and the sneer in his eyes became even more apparent. 

“You have a death wish!” Conrad became a raging beast and immediately 
attacked him. 

Victor didn’t have too many hobbies, but he liked to box and trained himself 
physically. The two of them. started fighting right in the corridor. 

Eileen frowned but the interest in her eyes became brighter. 

“They have the same blood in their veins… They’re both garbage.” 

Lyn wanted to say something, but she didn’t dare to say anything. She was 
very regretful of losing all the documents. 

“Should we report our loss to the police?” 

“After Fia’s surgery,” Eileen said after she took a deep breath. She was very 
anxious and she couldn’t think straight. 

The most important thing was for Fia to get out of the surgery theater safely. 
Everything else could wait. 

All the two cared about was attacking each other. In the end, it was Silas who 
pushed them apart despite the risk. He got hit on his face by both of them. 

“Whatever!” Victor said as he straightened his collars. “I’m a gentleman. I 
won’t fight with you anymore.” 

“You trash!” Conrad cursed. 

“We share the same surname. If I’m trash, you are not that different.” Victor let 
out a smile before approaching Eileen who was a few meters away. 

Eileen saw him from her peripheral vision, but she didn’t look at him. 

“Lyn, go back to the company. I need a few minutes with Eileen,” Victor said. 



“Boss, she’s not in a good mood right now. I can’t leave her here alone,” Lyn 
said. She didn’t dare to look. at Victor. While he looked like a gentleman, she 
knew that he was exactly like Fia’s husband. They were not good men. 

They were even worse than barbarians. 

In the past, she would also be attracted to these young, rich, bluebloods like 
all those innocent young women. But now, all she wanted to do was to 
maintain her distance. 

What happened to Eileen and Fia was the best warning for her. 

“Lyn, you’re the staff from my company. Not her personal staff,” Victor said 
threateningly as he narrowed his eyes. 

Eileen suddenly remembered something and then dragged Lyn to the side. 

She then said to her in a volume that only they could hear. “Lyn, go check the 
hospital’s security room. Tell them that because of a group of reporters here, 
we lost some valuables. Ask the people that have control over the security 
camera to show you the footage and see who stole my documents.” 

Lyn quickly nodded and said, “Sure, I’ll go there right now.” 

She quickly glanced at Victor and then held Eileen’s hand worryingly. 

“Then, what about your side…” 

“Don’t worry. He can’t do anything in broad daylight.” 

“Then I’ll go and check right now. I’ll come back for you as soon as I’m done.” 

Eileen shook her head and then whispered something into Lyn’s ears before 
patting on her shoulder. 

“Careful, Lyn.” 

“Don’t worry, Eileen. I’ll be fine. The driver’s with me.” 

“Sure!” 

After seeing her leave, Eileen looked at the door that was shut tightly. She 
prayed that Fia would be safe. 



“What did you ask your assistant to do?” Victor asked in a whisper after he 
walked over to her. 

Eileen pretended not to see him. She didn’t even want to look at him 

“Eileen, is what the reporters said true?” His voice became low and angry. 

Eileen gulped and said, “Boss, I’m still in my period of rest. I also don’t have 
time to waste talking with you.” 

Victor laughed. “Worried that your best friend will die?” 
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“Are you sick in the head?!” Eileen glared at him. How could he be so 
insolent?! 

“Everyone has to die eventually. There’s nothing to it.” Victor let out a smile. 

“You trash!” Conrad could feel the fire that had already extinguished in his 
heart begin to burn again when he heard what Victor said. “How dare you 
curse my wife?!” 

He shouted and rushed over toward him. 

Victor frowned when he saw how he rushed over. If he were to move away, he 
would ram into Eileen. 

Eileen had accumulated quite a number of sicknesses during the past few 
years of acting. She would feel pain in her bones if she were hit even a little 
with how frail she was. 

That was why he didn’t move away. 

Bang! 

The fist hit Victor in the face. Conrad held his collar and pressed him against 
the 

“Why do you have to curse others to die?!” 

“Ha, did I say a name?” Victor laughed despite being hit. 



wall. 

Eileen could only feel herself getting a headache when she saw how carefree 
he was. 

“Silas!” 

“Yes, Ms. Reid?” Silas said as he massaged his face. It was so painful that he 
could feel his teeth when he spoke. 

“Help your boss and hold him against the wall. Teach him a lesson. Help him 
clean his mouth too!” 

“Help me clean my mouth?” Victor let out a laugh as if he had heard a joke. 
“I’ll free you if you can help me clean my mouth in a very intimate manner!” 

“Beat him!” Eileen said angrily. 

Silas remembered how he got hit twice just now. He couldn’t hit his own boss, 
but he could always hit the other person. 

He quickly rushed over and pressed Victor against the wall before saying to 
his boss excitedly. “Beat him, sir! I’ll hold him back!” 

“…” In that instant, Conrad didn’t feel like beating him anymore. 

He hurled a fist at Victor’s chest and said, “Get rid of him!” 

“What do you-” Victor couldn’t even finish his words when something was 
stuffed into his mouth. 

He stared at Eileen with eyes so white that his eyes almost fell off. 

“Get him out!” Eileen said to Silas. 

Silas quickly used the opportunity while Victor was feeling disgusted with the 
thing in his mouth and twisted his arms behind him. He tied his hands using 
his necktie after he removed it and then escorted 

him away. 

After Victor was gone, the place became much quieter. 



Conrad looked at Eileen strangely while Eileen simply gave him a glance. 

One was Fia’s husband. One was Fia’s best friend. 

They would always fight with each other whenever they met. It was the first 
time they targeted the same. 

person. 

Three hours later, Jason left the operating table. When he reached the door, 
his legs gave way. 

He grabbed at the sterile setup table before suddenly collapsing to the 
ground. 

After Sally was done with all the follow–ups, she removed her scrubs as she 
walked toward the door. 

She saw Jason gasping for air with his back against the table. He was like a 
fish out of water. 

“Jason.” She walked over and got something out of her pocket. It was a 
glucose drink. 

Jason raised his head, his face pale. He raised his hand to take the glucose 
drink from Sally, his hand still shaking. 

There was pain in his eyes. He had just wanted to put down his hand when 
Sally stuffed the drink into his hand. 

“She’s fine now. You saved her.” 

Jason nodded with his eyes wet, holding the drink tightly. 

No one knew how he was able to hold on through the entire surgery. 

He had never been this afraid even during his residency. 
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Sally could see the fear in his eyes and she said to him gently, “Rest for a 
while. I’ll speak with her family.” 



“Sure,” Jason said as he gritted his teeth. He hated Conrad even more than 
ever. 

The surgery theater’s door opened. 

“Doctor Hall!” Both Conrad and Eileen walked to her. 

Sally gave Conrad a glance and then focused her eyes on Eileen. 

“The patient has been saved, but she’ll need to stay in the ICU for the time 
being. Once her condition. stabilizes, we can then move her to a normal 
ward.” 

Eileen was stunned and asked, “Then, the baby…” 

That was also what Conrad wanted to ask about. 

“I’m sorry.” 

Sally took in a deep breath and remembered the pressure Jason was under 
during the entire surgery. 

“Ms. Reid, since you came to the hospital, you know what was happening at 
the time.. 

“With an accident like that, no pregnant woman would be able to protect the 
baby inside of her. Not to mention that Fia had had multiple signs of placental 
abruption before this. She was already quite weak.” 

She knew that some things could be very cruel, but she had to say it. 

Jason started the operation before her family had signed the letter. If the 
director knew about this, he would be in a lot of trouble. She couldn’t allow 
him to get into further trouble. 

“You lie!” Conrad was stunned for several seconds before grabbing Sally by 
the collar. “You’re lying! Did Jason Evans ask you to say that?! That’s our first 
baby! The baby can’t just die like that! Where’s Jason 

Evans? I want to see him!” 

“What are you doing?!” Eileen screamed as she almost collapsed, her tears 
streaming down her face. 



She lifted her hand and gave Conrad a slap. 

“This is all your fault! If you protected her, she wouldn’t have to suffer through 
all this!” 

“I want to see Jason Evans!” Conrad’s eyes were red and so was his face. He 
looked a lot like an angry 

lion. 

Sally was almost out of breath, but she was not afraid. Instead, she continued 
in an even more judgmental tone. “Fia was severely injured from the accident. 
A piece of glass had plunged itself into her heart. It was Doctor Evans that 
stole her life back from Death! 

“If all you want is a child, you can just find some random woman to give you 
one! The baby’s life… is no more important than Fia’s life!” 

“No… That’s not what I mean.” Conrad instantly fell into confusion. It was not 
that he only cared about the baby and not about Fia. 

He suddenly realized something. Fia had asked him a lot of times if he wanted 
a baby. She must have wanted a child a lot. 

But the baby was gone. He couldn’t accept it. Not to mention she was the 
mother. 

The baby was inside of her for two months, and she accompanied the baby all 
this while… 

He let go of Sally and tears began to roll down his face. 

“You can’t tell her.’ 

Both Sally and Eileen looked at Conrad in shock. They didn’t understand what 
he meant by that at that 

moment. 

“Before she fully recovers, you can’t tell her. Otherwise, she won’t be able to 
bear it.” 

Conrad wiped his tears away and returned to his calm and terrifying self. 



He glared at Sally like the Reaper himself and said, “You heard me, doctor?” 

Sally frowned. She had seen plenty of mothers who had lost their children. 
They would all be saddened by the news, but Fia’s condition couldn’t allow 
her to become so emotional. 

But she didn’t believe that they could deceive Fia for long. 

“Do as he says, Doctor Hall.” 

At this time, Jason walked out of the operation theater. After drinking some 
glucose drinks, he looked much better. 

He glared at Conrad with a terrifying aura that was not any lesser than the 
latter’s. 

He walked over to him with his fist tightened. 

-Sally turned around and saw something in his eyes. She then quickly pulled 
him away. 

“Jason, you’re a doctor. Don’t let your emotions get the better of you!” 

“Let me go!” Jason said coldly as he glared at Conrad’s face. 
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Conrad knew what Jason wanted to do. Normally, he would be more than 
happy to oblige. 

But there was nothing more important to him now than to visit Fla. 

“Which ward is Fia in?” 

Sally quickly told them and said to Eileen, “Go with him, Ms. Reid.” 

“Sure.” Eileen thankfully looked at Jason and Sally before chasing after 
Conrad to visit Fia. 

Outside the ICU ward, they could see Fia lying inside behind a heavy glass 
window pane, wearing an oxygen mask with tube after tube connected to her 
body. 



Eileen’s tears couldn’t stop as she placed both her hands on the window, as if 
she could touch her and console her. 

“Conrad Maxwell… That is how the person that you protected harmed her.” 

Conrad tightened his fists as his veins popped. She was still alright yesterday, 
but she was lying in the ICU ward today. 

“I didn’t protect Esme. I didn’t want Fia to go through all of this too. If I had 
known something like this would happen, I would have picked her up earlier.” 

“You think this is all a coincidence?” Eileen said with hate on her face. “This is 
all according to Esme’s plans. She would hurt herself first, send Fia into the 
station, and then… The car accident!” 

Conrad frowned and looked at Eileen coldly. “Don’t make things up if you 
don’t have any evidence.” 

“You’re still protecting her even now?!” 

“I’m not protecting her! When I got there, I saw how they were beating Esme 
up! If I was one step late, no one would know what happened next!” 

When Conrad remembered how Fia acknowledged that she gave them the 
money, it didn’t matter why she did that. It was already enough for her to bear 
a portion of that responsibility. 

Not to mention that they testified that Fia gave them the money to beat Esme 
to death. 

“The reason I got engaged with Esme was so that the Mannings would stop 
pursuing this! I didn’t want to betray her!‘ 

“You didn’t want to know the truth?” Eileen looked at Conrad, disappointed. 

“The truth doesn’t matter anymore as long as this can be solved!” 

“Fia doesn’t think about it that way. You think that you’re doing everything for 
her own good. But what you did was simply hurt her and tarnish her 
character.” 

Conrad didn’t want to continue the fight. “I need to go and do something. I’ll 
send someone to watch over the hospital.” 



“No thanks!” Eileen said with a cool expression. “Without you, we can take 
better care of her!” 

“I’ll come later.” 

After Conrad left the hospital, he went to the traffic department to find the 
footage of when the accident happened. 

When he saw the truck ram into the car Fia was in, he left in fury. 

He would not simply let this be! 

The truck driver wasn’t injured that heavily. He suffered some injury on the 
head and had a shock. He would think of things as he lay in the hospital bed. 

Bang! 

The door was kicked open. 

He was so shocked that he cried out, “Who is it? Who wants to kill me?!” 

The man was wearing a black suit and a darkness covered his handsome 
face. He walked over without saying a word and placed the tip of the baseball 
bat in his hand under his chin. 

“Who… Who are you? What do you want?” 

“Be honest with me. Why did your truck crash into that car!” 

There was nervousness in the old driver’s eyes. 

“I don’t know what happened! My truck suddenly lost control.” 

When he heard the approaching footsteps behind him, Conrad said coldly, 
“Check if his truck lost control.” 

Silas quietly nodded and said, “We did the investigation. It didn’t go through its 
yearly check, so it did have some problems.” 

However, sensing the terror from Conrad’s eyes, he didn’t believe him at all. 

He raised his baseball bat and then swung it down with power. 



“Ah! Don’t kill me…!” The old driver screamed. He could hear a giant thump 
from the spot just next to his 

ear. He almost fainted. 

He blinked and realized that he felt no pain. He was somewhat confused. 

Conrad’s baseball hit the wall right next to his bed. A large spot had a huge 
dent. 

“If you don’t want your family to get hurt, you better explain everything!” 

Read Stop It She’s Remarrying by Stellar Strands 
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But now, he was busy with the engagement with his first love. They were 
talking about their wedding date. 

She could hear the death throes from her heart. She was dying. 

If she died, she no longer had to face anyone or anything. 

‘Mom, Grandma, I’m going to meet you now. 

‘Can you wait for me a little bit more?” 

“Move! Move, all of you!” 

The ambulance and the fire truck finally appeared and the people in the area 
were evacuated. 

Jason put on his mask and looked at the deformed car not realizing who was 
at the back of it. 

As a doctor, he had to be calm. 

The front of the car had been damaged, and the driver was stuck inside. His 
o**ans could easily be injured from the pressure. It was very dangerous! 

He could die at any time! They were fighting Death itself for more time! 



That was why he pulled his sleeves up and was prepared to first remove the 
deformed, front part of the car to save the driver first together with a few 
firemen, 

Meanwhile, two other firemen were going to help from the back. They tried to 
wake the woman at the back and remove the car door, to save her first. 

Jason bent down and caught a glimpse of the bloodied face. 

He could feel something explode in him as his eyes turned red and he roared, 
“The woman at the back is pregnant! Move her out now!” 

“Faster! Faster!” 

Conrad was expressionless the whole time. 

However, Esme didn’t care about that at all. She held his arm and smiled at 
the cameras held by the reporters and replied to all their questions gently. 

Suddenly, Conrad felt suffocated and he pulled Esme’s hand away. 

“Enough!” 

“What is it, Conrad? It’s going to be over in another thirty minutes. Then, we 
can pick up Fia together.” 

Conrad took a deep breath while Hank and Beth quickly ran over. 

“Conrad, it’ll just take a little more. You and…” 

“I have something to do in the company!” Conrad said as he felt something 
was wrong. He couldn’t stay there for even a moment longer. 

Esme chased after him in her high heels and held his arm. The gentle smile 
on her face began to c*ack as she whispered, “Conrad, if you don’t keep your 
promise, my parents will never show Fia any mercy.” 

“I’ve already shown my face to all the reporters together with you! What else 
do you want?!” 

Esme was stunned, but she knew that she could no longer force him. 



“Fine. Go back to the company. Leave everything else to me.” She smiled 
widely and let go of Conrad. 

Conrad didn’t even want to stay there a moment longer and he left. 

He suddenly felt very anxious. He had to personally pick Fia up and go home 
together. He couldn’t leave it to Silas. 

She was very emotional at this point. If he told Silas to go, she would become 
angry at him again.. 

And then there was this engagement. He had no other choice but to take good 
care of her. 

Conrad got into his car and quickly drove to the police station. He was having 
such a bad feeling that his heart began to beat uncontrollably. 

When he remembered how superstitious Fia would get and how she would 
start going wild whenever she had a bad feeling, he hit his chest and cursed 
under his breath. “Darn it!” 

Suddenly, the screen on his phone lit up and showed that there was an 
incoming call. 

He glanced at the display and picked up irritably. 

“What is it?!” 

“Conrad! Why aren’t you dead?!” Eileen’s voice was so full of resentment that 
it sounded like it was from a ghost. 

Conrad frowned and said, “Don’t worry. I’ll go pick Fia up right now. I’ll take 
care of the Mannings later.” 

“Fia was in a car accident! She was sent to the hospital!” Eileen cried out even 
as she sobbed. 

Conrad stepped on the brake suddenly as the car screeched, caring little 
about all the h*nks coming from 

behind him. 



“What did you say? How could she get into an accident? Isn’t she still at the 
station? I already told her last night to wait for me and that I’ll take her home!” 

“Conrad Maxwell, if something happens to her, I swear I’ll kill you and that 
w*ore! 
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Eileen’s hurt voice echoed in the car even after she hung up. 

Conrad’s hands suddenly became numb as they shook. 

“Hello? Sir?” 

“Silas, where is Fia? Did you pick her up?” 

“You told me to pick her up at eight, right? It’s only seven right, but I’ll go 
now…” 

“Find out where she is right now!” 

Suddenly, there was a little thumping coming from outside. Conrad looked at 
the person who was knocking at his car window with angry eyes. 

The moment when the car window was lowered and the man encountered the 
pair of murderous, amber eyes, he couldn’t help but take two steps back. 

“Friend, the people at the back can’t drive anymore with you suddenly 
stopping your car in the middle of the road. Can you move to the side if you 
need to do something?” 

“Scram!” Conrad roared as he opened the door like an angry lion.. 

He was so scary that the innocent passerby ran back to his car. 

Gryphonheart Hospital. 

Two surgeries needed to be done at the same time. Jason removed his 
bloodied clothes and was prepared to change into his hospital scrubs. 

A couple of his colleagues ran over from another surgery theater. 



“Jason, the driver is heavily wounded. The director asked you to be the 
leading surgeon.” 

“No!” Jason’s normally gentle expression was as cold as an Antarctic glacier. 

“Jason, she’s not as heavily injured as the driver. The other doctors can…” 

“No!” Jason quickly changed his outfit and pushed his other colleagues who 
were trying to advise him out of the way so that he could go in. 

“What’s wrong with you, doctor? The driver has multiple lacerations in his 
o*ans and both his legs are shattered. We really need you…” 

“I can’t leave Fia’s life to someone else!” Jason’s words were cold as if a 
shadow had been cast over him. 

His colleagues were stunned. 

Then they knew what was happening. 

She was very important to the doctor. No wonder it was the first time he 
looked so terrifying. 

“Move!” Jason walked into the surgery theater. 

Inside the surgery theater, Sally was just about to remove a piece of glass 
from Fia’s chest. 

The position of the glass was very precarious. It pierced into the flesh too 
deeply and it was in contact 

with her heart. 

“Doctor, the patient is bleeding!” 

Sally frowned and looked at the lower half of Fia’s body. 

“Blood transfusion now!” 

The team that was in perfect sync was stunned for a second. Just as a nurse 
was about to move, she noticed Jason looking at her with cold eyes and a bag 
of blood. 



“I’ll do it!” 

When Sally heard the familiar voice, she gave him a look and quickly allowed 
him to take over without even wasting time. 

She let out a sigh of relief. She believed that with Jason here, Fia would be 
alright! 

“I’ll leave this to you, Jason. I’ll deal with the dead…” Sally didn’t want to 
complete the sentence. 

The expression on Jason’s face became even colder and he didn’t say 
anything. He didn’t even look at Fia’s bottom half. 

He simply took the tools and began to focus on Fia’s injury on her chest. 

“Ah… What should we do? How could this have happened?!” Outside the 
surgery theater, Eileen almost fainted from all the crying as Lyn held her. 

Her personal assistant, Lyn, simply looked at the LED display. It showed that 
Fia was still being operated 

on. 

“Don’t worry, Eileen. The g*ds will protect someone as kind as her.” 

Eileen bit her lips and nodded. “She promised to treat me to dinner! And said 
that once I moved out of the country, she’ll visit me together with the baby. 
She won’t break her promise!” 

Lyn’s heart sank. 

They had seen the b*oody scene of Fia’s accident when they were stuck in 
the jam. 

When she saw how bad the jam was, she got down to see what was 
happening. She then saw Fia being moved from the car, covered in blood. 

She got back into the car to tell Eileen, and she immediately went to the 
hospital together in the 

ambulance. 



All she could do was to advise Eileen to stay calm, but she knew something 
bad had happened with those kinds of injuries she suffered. 
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Suddenly, there was a string of footsteps approaching them. 

Lyn turned and was shocked to see what was happening. 

“Eileen, so many reporters are here. We can’t stay here any longer.” 

Eileen turned and looked, and one of the reporters snapped a picture of her 
teary face. 

She couldn’t care less as she tightened her fists. 

“I can’t leave at a time like this. I want to wait until Fia comes out.” 

“Eileen, the boss is still discussing you with the media. The reason they’re 
blocking you here is so they could question you.” 

Eileen shook her head and said coldly, “He already announced his marriage 
with Sapphire. What right do they have to question me?!” 

“But…” 

Lyn still wanted to warn her, but several microphones had already been 
extended toward them, and so she blocked them instinctively. 

“I’m sorry, but Eileen is busy right now and doesn’t have the time to answer 
any questions. Our boss and 

Ms. Starling’s wedding date has already been announced. If you have any 
questions, please go to our company and ask our boss. 

“We’re here for Ms. Reid!” 

“We don’t believe that you have no relationship with Mr. Maxwell at all!” 

“Someone just leaked that your boss Mr. Maxwell is actually your sugar 
daddy. Please give us a direct answer, Ms. Reid.” 



Eileen gritted her teeth and stood up, and her regal aura that she had 
developed from being in the entertainment industry for so long instantly 
enveloped them all. 

“You want to know about my relationship with Victor Maxwell? Fine. I’ll explain 
everything to you. Other than him being my boss and me being his employee, 
we don’t have any other relationships. 

“I never loved him in the past, don’t love him in the present, and never will in 
the future! 

“Of course,” she said with a sneer. “How can someone as lowly as us 
celebrities in the entertainment industry amount to anything in the eyes of the 
rich and powerful? How can I be a match for him? That’s why I have never 
thought of being anything to him!” 

The reporters were all stunned. They thought that Eileen wanted to argue with 
them. They didn’t realize. that she would demean herself instead. 

“Is there anything else you want to ask? Ms. Sapphire Starling had already 
clarified that the woman in the video was her. Do you still want to add on 
additional storylines for me and my boss?” Seeing that the reporters were still 
stunned, a plan formed in her mind. “I’ll be upfront with all of you. My contract 
with my boss is nearing the end. I won’t extend the contract anymore!” 

The reporter then asked, “Which company are you going to move to next?” 

“About that… I haven’t decided yet. I might even retire.” 

Eileen spoke with a cold smile. She wanted to see how he was going to chain 
her up when the reporters 

questioned him about her contract expiring soon! 

Three years… She had endured it for three years because there was still 
hope in her heart. 

But all that hope had become nothing when he announced his wedding with 
Sapphire. 

Just then, the operating theater opened its door. 

A nurse ran out. “Who is the family of Fia Lawson?” 



“Me! I’m here!” Eileen walked over with red eyes. 

“You’re Fia Lawson’s family? We need you to sign the indemnity letter before 
the doctors can proceed with the emergency surgery!” 

“What? Emergency?!” Eileen almost fainted as her vision almost turned black. 

Lyn helped her up and asked the nurse, “How did it become an emergency? 
They didn’t ask us to sign anything when they pushed her in.” 

“Her condition is worse than what we initially expected. Doctor Hall said the 
indemnity letter needs to be signed immediately! Quickly, they’re still waiting 
inside. If you don’t sign, the doctors can’t proceed…” 

“I’ll sign!” Eileen said as her hand shook. 

“Who are you to her?” 

“Best friend.” 

“That won’t work! We need someone from her family!” 
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Eileen didn’t know what to do. Fia’s mother had passed away and no one 
knew who her father was. Family? Which family? The Mannings? 

Suddenly, Lyn’s brain ticked and asked, “Does her husband count?” 

“Of course! Where is he right now? Tell him to come over and sign the form!” 

Lyn held Eileen’s shaking hand and whispered, “Eileen, give Fia’s husband a 
call.” 

Eileen’s eyes were so red as if they were bleeding with hate pulsing in them. 

“He’s not worthy!” But even then, she knew it was not the time to make any 
sort of complaints. And so, she gave Conrad a call. 

“Hello?” 

“Get to Gryphonheart Hospital right now! The hospital needs someone from 
her family to sign the paperwork!” 



“I’m already in the elevator. I’ll be there soon!” Conrad hung up the call. When 
the elevator door opened, he immediately ran out only to see a group of 
reporters waiting outside. 

“Silas, get rid of all of them!” 

“Of course!” 

When the reporters saw Conrad, all of them rushed over excitedly. 

Silas immediately pushed away the man standing at the front so that Conrad 
could get through. When he 

saw that they wanted to give chase, he growled at them, warning and 
threatening them. 

The entire situation was getting a bit chaotic. Luckily, the hospital’s security 
could see what was happening and a group of them came and got rid of all 
the reporters from the hospital. 

“How is she? Where is she?” 

“Sign it!” Eileen grabbed the indemnity letter and pen from the nurse’s hand 
and gave them to Conrad.” Quick, the doctor needs it for the surgery!” 

“Indemnity letter?” Conrad grabbed the paper tightly. “What do you mean?!” 

The nurse had seen plenty of situations like this and quickly explained, “The 
patient might pass away during the operation because of complications. The 
patient’s family members need to sign before the doctors can perform the 
operation.” 

In short, the patient’s condition was critical. The patient’s family needed to 
accept that accidents may happen. Only then would the doctors be brave 
enough to attempt to save her. 

Otherwise, if something happened, the family members could sue the doctors 
and the hospital. 

Inside the surgery theater. 

Sweat formed on Jason’s forehead. Despite all the years of being a doctor, he 
had never been as fearful as today. 



However, he couldn’t let his negative emotions take control of him. He 
suppressed all the negative. feelings inside of him and focused on Fia’s 
injuries. 

Sally felt sorry for him when she saw what was happening. 

“Jason, without the family member’s authorization, we can’t continue with the 
operation. If she were to… The hospital would have to…” 

“Enough!” Jason cut her off. “No matter what happens, I’ll take full 
responsibility. Support me!” 

Sally held the forceps in her hand tightly. It was not that she lacked 
compassion, but she really didn’t 

want Jason to continue. 

A glass had pierced through a part of Fia’s heart. It was a very dangerous 
surgery. 

Even after surgery, there was a high probability of infection. They needed a 
family member’s approval first. 

However, Jason was ignoring it and wanting to continue with the surgery. He 
couldn’t even wait for someone to sign despite the nurse going out and trying 
to get it done not too long ago. 

“We can wait for a few more minutes. As soon as someone signs, we can 
then…” 

“No! She cannot wait!” Jason gritted his teeth as his voice shook. “Her mother 
passed away because of cancer, and she has no father. Conrad Maxwell was 
getting engaged with another woman this morning…” 

He was worried that Conrad might not make it and Fia would immediately die 
on the surgery table. 

Even he, who was normally calm and collected, didn’t collapse as he held on 
to the last hope with his eyes turning red. 

His gloves were stained with blood as he focused his vision on the injuries. 

“Fia, don’t give up.” 
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Sally gulped and wanted to advise Jason to wait when footsteps could be 
heard. 

The nurse who went out just now had come back with hope on her face. 

“Doctor Hall, her family has signed the letter!” 

Sally let out a sigh of relief and prepared herself. “Everyone, support Doctor 
Evans!” 

“Is… Is she going to be alright?” Conrad stared at the door with his fists 
tightened. 

Eileen looked at him angrily, “You can leave now!” 

Conrad frowned. He was not in the mood to fight her. 

“Go back to your engagement ceremony! Don’t stay here and disgust Fia!” 

Silas quietly walked over and said, “Ms. Reid, my boss promised to get 
engaged with Ms. Manning out of desperation.” 

“Liar!” Eileen glared at Conrad with angry eyes. “Ever since Esme came back, 
all you’ve wanted to do is divorce Fia! You only made her stay because of the 
baby! Now that she has been locked up, you can divorce her openly! 
Everyone out there wouldn’t say that you abandoned your original wife for a 
homewrecker! They would only think that Fia had committed a crime! Conrad 
Maxwell, you’re so heartless!” 

“No matter what you say, the engagement is just a strategy for me to slow 
things down.” 

“Ha!” Eileen let out a disgusted smile. “You work together with someone else 
to deal with a woman like her and say that the engagement is for her own 
good? Who would believe you?!” 

Conrad scratched his head and kicked at the wall, irritated. 

“I didn’t!” 



“You didn’t believe Fia at all! All you do is protect that homewrecker! Lyn, 
show him the evidence!” 

“Sure!” Lyn removed the backpack from her back only to stare at it with eyes 
wide. “Eileen…” 

Eileen could hear something was wrong in her voice and she turned and 
looked.. 

A large opening had been cut from the backpack. 

She quickly grabbed it and checked. 

“Where’re the documents? The evidence?!” 

Lyn’s face turned pale. She remembered how the media reporters were 
pushing her. She was worried that they would knock into Eileen, so she was 
focused on stopping her. She didn’t pay attention to her backpack at all. 

Conrad looked at how Eileen and her assistant reacted and asked curiously, 
“What evidence?” 

Eileen suddenly raised her head and looked at him like he was some kind of a 
scoundrel. 

“Did you send someone to do it?!” 

“Last time when Lola was going to show you the evidence in her phone, 
everything was deleted! Now that 

you appeared, all the documents and pieces of evidence are gone!” 

They were going to use it as evidence during the court case to prove Fia’s 
innocence and show what Esme really was like! 

Because they had gathered them in a rush, they didn’t have the time to back 
them up just yet. They only had one, single copy. 

“Lola?” There was disgust in his voice. “That woman can’t be counted on. All 
she did was make them fight! Her words mean nothing!” 

“Conrad, are you still a man?!” Eileen’s rage was fully shown on her face. She 
was sure that Conrad was 



behind it all! 

“What are you all yelling about?” 

At this time, a cold voice came from behind her. Eileen looked at the person 
as she gritted her teeth. 

Victor walked over with swag, his hands in his pockets. 

He glanced at Eileen before going over to Conrad with a smile, 
“Congratulations, cousin.” 

“Scram!” Conrad’s expression darkened. 

“Hey, shouldn’t I congratulate you? You can have one to the left and one to 
the right! It’s a happy day! But 

You haven’t divorce Fia, have you? Why are you getting engaged with 
another woman already? It’s a crime, you know?” 

“Quiet!” After being accused by Eileen like that, his mind was in chaos. The 
only reason he endured her was because she was Fia’s only good friend. 

But he could no longer hold it back when Victor provoked him and he quickly 
gave Victor a kick. 
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“Oh? Does this count as anger out of embarrassment ? Victor quickly moved 
away, and the sneer in his eyes became even more apparent. 

“You have a death wish!” Conrad became a raging beast and immediately 
attacked him. 

Victor didn’t have too many hobbies, but he liked to box and trained himself 
physically. The two of them. started fighting right in the corridor. 

Eileen frowned but the interest in her eyes became brighter. 

“They have the same blood in their veins… They’re both garbage.” 

Lyn wanted to say something, but she didn’t dare to say anything. She was 
very regretful of losing all the documents. 



“Should we report our loss to the police?” 

“After Fia’s surgery,” Eileen said after she took a deep breath. She was very 
anxious and she couldn’t think straight. 

The most important thing was for Fia to get out of the surgery theater safely. 
Everything else could wait. 

All the two cared about was attacking each other. In the end, it was Silas who 
pushed them apart despite the risk. He got hit on his face by both of them. 

“Whatever!” Victor said as he straightened his collars. “I’m a gentleman. I 
won’t fight with you anymore.” 

“You trash!” Conrad cursed. 

“We share the same surname. If I’m trash, you are not that different.” Victor let 
out a smile before approaching Eileen who was a few meters away. 

Eileen saw him from her peripheral vision, but she didn’t look at him. 

“Lyn, go back to the company. I need a few minutes with Eileen,” Victor said. 

“Boss, she’s not in a good mood right now. I can’t leave her here alone,” Lyn 
said. She didn’t dare to look. at Victor. While he looked like a gentleman, she 
knew that he was exactly like Fia’s husband. They were not good men. 

They were even worse than barbarians. 

In the past, she would also be attracted to these young, rich, bluebloods like 
all those innocent young women. But now, all she wanted to do was to 
maintain her distance. 

What happened to Eileen and Fia was the best warning for her. 

“Lyn, you’re the staff from my company. Not her personal staff,” Victor said 
threateningly as he narrowed his eyes. 

Eileen suddenly remembered something and then dragged Lyn to the side. 

She then said to her in a volume that only they could hear. “Lyn, go check the 
hospital’s security room. Tell them that because of a group of reporters here, 



we lost some valuables. Ask the people that have control over the security 
camera to show you the footage and see who stole my documents.” 

Lyn quickly nodded and said, “Sure, I’ll go there right now.” 

She quickly glanced at Victor and then held Eileen’s hand worryingly. 

“Then, what about your side…” 

“Don’t worry. He can’t do anything in broad daylight.” 

“Then I’ll go and check right now. I’ll come back for you as soon as I’m done.” 

Eileen shook her head and then whispered something into Lyn’s ears before 
patting on her shoulder. 

“Careful, Lyn.” 

“Don’t worry, Eileen. I’ll be fine. The driver’s with me.” 

“Sure!” 

After seeing her leave, Eileen looked at the door that was shut tightly. She 
prayed that Fia would be safe. 

“What did you ask your assistant to do?” Victor asked in a whisper after he 
walked over to her. 

Eileen pretended not to see him. She didn’t even want to look at him 

“Eileen, is what the reporters said true?” His voice became low and angry. 

Eileen gulped and said, “Boss, I’m still in my period of rest. I also don’t have 
time to waste talking with you.” 

Victor laughed. “Worried that your best friend will die?” 
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“Are you sick in the head?!” Eileen glared at him. How could he be so 
insolent?! 

“Everyone has to die eventually. There’s nothing to it.” Victor let out a smile. 



“You trash!” Conrad could feel the fire that had already extinguished in his 
heart begin to burn again when he heard what Victor said. “How dare you 
curse my wife?!” 

He shouted and rushed over toward him. 

Victor frowned when he saw how he rushed over. If he were to move away, he 
would ram into Eileen. 

Eileen had accumulated quite a number of sicknesses during the past few 
years of acting. She would feel pain in her bones if she were hit even a little 
with how frail she was. 

That was why he didn’t move away. 

Bang! 

The fist hit Victor in the face. Conrad held his collar and pressed him against 
the 

“Why do you have to curse others to die?!” 

“Ha, did I say a name?” Victor laughed despite being hit. 

wall. 

Eileen could only feel herself getting a headache when she saw how carefree 
he was. 

“Silas!” 

“Yes, Ms. Reid?” Silas said as he massaged his face. It was so painful that he 
could feel his teeth when he spoke. 

“Help your boss and hold him against the wall. Teach him a lesson. Help him 
clean his mouth too!” 

“Help me clean my mouth?” Victor let out a laugh as if he had heard a joke. 
“I’ll free you if you can help me clean my mouth in a very intimate manner!” 

“Beat him!” Eileen said angrily. 



Silas remembered how he got hit twice just now. He couldn’t hit his own boss, 
but he could always hit the other person. 

He quickly rushed over and pressed Victor against the wall before saying to 
his boss excitedly. “Beat him, sir! I’ll hold him back!” 

“…” In that instant, Conrad didn’t feel like beating him anymore. 

He hurled a fist at Victor’s chest and said, “Get rid of him!” 

“What do you-” Victor couldn’t even finish his words when something was 
stuffed into his mouth. 

He stared at Eileen with eyes so white that his eyes almost fell off. 

“Get him out!” Eileen said to Silas. 

Silas quickly used the opportunity while Victor was feeling disgusted with the 
thing in his mouth and twisted his arms behind him. He tied his hands using 
his necktie after he removed it and then escorted 

him away. 

After Victor was gone, the place became much quieter. 

Conrad looked at Eileen strangely while Eileen simply gave him a glance. 

One was Fia’s husband. One was Fia’s best friend. 

They would always fight with each other whenever they met. It was the first 
time they targeted the same. 

person. 

Three hours later, Jason left the operating table. When he reached the door, 
his legs gave way. 

He grabbed at the sterile setup table before suddenly collapsing to the 
ground. 

After Sally was done with all the follow–ups, she removed her scrubs as she 
walked toward the door. 



She saw Jason gasping for air with his back against the table. He was like a 
fish out of water. 

“Jason.” She walked over and got something out of her pocket. It was a 
glucose drink. 

Jason raised his head, his face pale. He raised his hand to take the glucose 
drink from Sally, his hand still shaking. 

There was pain in his eyes. He had just wanted to put down his hand when 
Sally stuffed the drink into his hand. 

“She’s fine now. You saved her.” 

Jason nodded with his eyes wet, holding the drink tightly. 

No one knew how he was able to hold on through the entire surgery. 

He had never been this afraid even during his residency. 
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Sally could see the fear in his eyes and she said to him gently, “Rest for a 
while. I’ll speak with her family.” 

“Sure,” Jason said as he gritted his teeth. He hated Conrad even more than 
ever. 

The surgery theater’s door opened. 

“Doctor Hall!” Both Conrad and Eileen walked to her. 

Sally gave Conrad a glance and then focused her eyes on Eileen. 

“The patient has been saved, but she’ll need to stay in the ICU for the time 
being. Once her condition. stabilizes, we can then move her to a normal 
ward.” 

Eileen was stunned and asked, “Then, the baby…” 

That was also what Conrad wanted to ask about. 

“I’m sorry.” 



Sally took in a deep breath and remembered the pressure Jason was under 
during the entire surgery. 

“Ms. Reid, since you came to the hospital, you know what was happening at 
the time.. 

“With an accident like that, no pregnant woman would be able to protect the 
baby inside of her. Not to mention that Fia had had multiple signs of placental 
abruption before this. She was already quite weak.” 

She knew that some things could be very cruel, but she had to say it. 

Jason started the operation before her family had signed the letter. If the 
director knew about this, he would be in a lot of trouble. She couldn’t allow 
him to get into further trouble. 

“You lie!” Conrad was stunned for several seconds before grabbing Sally by 
the collar. “You’re lying! Did Jason Evans ask you to say that?! That’s our first 
baby! The baby can’t just die like that! Where’s Jason 

Evans? I want to see him!” 

“What are you doing?!” Eileen screamed as she almost collapsed, her tears 
streaming down her face. 

She lifted her hand and gave Conrad a slap. 

“This is all your fault! If you protected her, she wouldn’t have to suffer through 
all this!” 

“I want to see Jason Evans!” Conrad’s eyes were red and so was his face. He 
looked a lot like an angry 

lion. 

Sally was almost out of breath, but she was not afraid. Instead, she continued 
in an even more judgmental tone. “Fia was severely injured from the accident. 
A piece of glass had plunged itself into her heart. It was Doctor Evans that 
stole her life back from Death! 

“If all you want is a child, you can just find some random woman to give you 
one! The baby’s life… is no more important than Fia’s life!” 



“No… That’s not what I mean.” Conrad instantly fell into confusion. It was not 
that he only cared about the baby and not about Fia. 

He suddenly realized something. Fia had asked him a lot of times if he wanted 
a baby. She must have wanted a child a lot. 

But the baby was gone. He couldn’t accept it. Not to mention she was the 
mother. 

The baby was inside of her for two months, and she accompanied the baby all 
this while… 

He let go of Sally and tears began to roll down his face. 

“You can’t tell her.’ 

Both Sally and Eileen looked at Conrad in shock. They didn’t understand what 
he meant by that at that 

moment. 

“Before she fully recovers, you can’t tell her. Otherwise, she won’t be able to 
bear it.” 

Conrad wiped his tears away and returned to his calm and terrifying self. 

He glared at Sally like the Reaper himself and said, “You heard me, doctor?” 

Sally frowned. She had seen plenty of mothers who had lost their children. 
They would all be saddened by the news, but Fia’s condition couldn’t allow 
her to become so emotional. 

But she didn’t believe that they could deceive Fia for long. 

“Do as he says, Doctor Hall.” 

At this time, Jason walked out of the operation theater. After drinking some 
glucose drinks, he looked much better. 

He glared at Conrad with a terrifying aura that was not any lesser than the 
latter’s. 

He walked over to him with his fist tightened. 



-Sally turned around and saw something in his eyes. She then quickly pulled 
him away. 

“Jason, you’re a doctor. Don’t let your emotions get the better of you!” 

“Let me go!” Jason said coldly as he glared at Conrad’s face. 
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Conrad knew what Jason wanted to do. Normally, he would be more than 
happy to oblige. 

But there was nothing more important to him now than to visit Fla. 

“Which ward is Fia in?” 

Sally quickly told them and said to Eileen, “Go with him, Ms. Reid.” 

“Sure.” Eileen thankfully looked at Jason and Sally before chasing after 
Conrad to visit Fia. 

Outside the ICU ward, they could see Fia lying inside behind a heavy glass 
window pane, wearing an oxygen mask with tube after tube connected to her 
body. 

Eileen’s tears couldn’t stop as she placed both her hands on the window, as if 
she could touch her and console her. 

“Conrad Maxwell… That is how the person that you protected harmed her.” 

Conrad tightened his fists as his veins popped. She was still alright yesterday, 
but she was lying in the ICU ward today. 

“I didn’t protect Esme. I didn’t want Fia to go through all of this too. If I had 
known something like this would happen, I would have picked her up earlier.” 

“You think this is all a coincidence?” Eileen said with hate on her face. “This is 
all according to Esme’s plans. She would hurt herself first, send Fia into the 
station, and then… The car accident!” 

Conrad frowned and looked at Eileen coldly. “Don’t make things up if you 
don’t have any evidence.” 



“You’re still protecting her even now?!” 

“I’m not protecting her! When I got there, I saw how they were beating Esme 
up! If I was one step late, no one would know what happened next!” 

When Conrad remembered how Fia acknowledged that she gave them the 
money, it didn’t matter why she did that. It was already enough for her to bear 
a portion of that responsibility. 

Not to mention that they testified that Fia gave them the money to beat Esme 
to death. 

“The reason I got engaged with Esme was so that the Mannings would stop 
pursuing this! I didn’t want to betray her!‘ 

“You didn’t want to know the truth?” Eileen looked at Conrad, disappointed. 

“The truth doesn’t matter anymore as long as this can be solved!” 

“Fia doesn’t think about it that way. You think that you’re doing everything for 
her own good. But what you did was simply hurt her and tarnish her 
character.” 

Conrad didn’t want to continue the fight. “I need to go and do something. I’ll 
send someone to watch over the hospital.” 

“No thanks!” Eileen said with a cool expression. “Without you, we can take 
better care of her!” 

“I’ll come later.” 

After Conrad left the hospital, he went to the traffic department to find the 
footage of when the accident happened. 

When he saw the truck ram into the car Fia was in, he left in fury. 

He would not simply let this be! 

The truck driver wasn’t injured that heavily. He suffered some injury on the 
head and had a shock. He would think of things as he lay in the hospital bed. 

Bang! 



The door was kicked open. 

He was so shocked that he cried out, “Who is it? Who wants to kill me?!” 

The man was wearing a black suit and a darkness covered his handsome 
face. He walked over without saying a word and placed the tip of the baseball 
bat in his hand under his chin. 

“Who… Who are you? What do you want?” 

“Be honest with me. Why did your truck crash into that car!” 

There was nervousness in the old driver’s eyes. 

“I don’t know what happened! My truck suddenly lost control.” 

When he heard the approaching footsteps behind him, Conrad said coldly, 
“Check if his truck lost control.” 

Silas quietly nodded and said, “We did the investigation. It didn’t go through its 
yearly check, so it did have some problems.” 

However, sensing the terror from Conrad’s eyes, he didn’t believe him at all. 

He raised his baseball bat and then swung it down with power. 

“Ah! Don’t kill me…!” The old driver screamed. He could hear a giant thump 
from the spot just next to his 

ear. He almost fainted. 

He blinked and realized that he felt no pain. He was somewhat confused. 

Conrad’s baseball hit the wall right next to his bed. A large spot had a huge 
dent. 

“If you don’t want your family to get hurt, you better explain everything!” 

Read Stop It She’s Remarrying by Stellar Strands 
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Eileen’s hurt voice echoed in the car even after she hung up. 

Conrad’s hands suddenly became numb as they shook. 

“Hello? Sir?” 

“Silas, where is Fia? Did you pick her up?” 

“You told me to pick her up at eight, right? It’s only seven right, but I’ll go 
now…” 

“Find out where she is right now!” 

Suddenly, there was a little thumping coming from outside. Conrad looked at 
the person who was knocking at his car window with angry eyes. 

The moment when the car window was lowered and the man encountered the 
pair of murderous, amber eyes, he couldn’t help but take two steps back. 

“Friend, the people at the back can’t drive anymore with you suddenly 
stopping your car in the middle of the road. Can you move to the side if you 
need to do something?” 

“Scram!” Conrad roared as he opened the door like an angry lion.. 

He was so scary that the innocent passerby ran back to his car. 

Gryphonheart Hospital. 

Two surgeries needed to be done at the same time. Jason removed his 
bloodied clothes and was prepared to change into his hospital scrubs. 

A couple of his colleagues ran over from another surgery theater. 

“Jason, the driver is heavily wounded. The director asked you to be the 
leading surgeon.” 

“No!” Jason’s normally gentle expression was as cold as an Antarctic glacier. 

“Jason, she’s not as heavily injured as the driver. The other doctors can…” 

“No!” Jason quickly changed his outfit and pushed his other colleagues who 
were trying to advise him out of the way so that he could go in. 



“What’s wrong with you, doctor? The driver has multiple lacerations in his 
o*ans and both his legs are shattered. We really need you…” 

“I can’t leave Fia’s life to someone else!” Jason’s words were cold as if a 
shadow had been cast over him. 

His colleagues were stunned. 

Then they knew what was happening. 

She was very important to the doctor. No wonder it was the first time he 
looked so terrifying. 

“Move!” Jason walked into the surgery theater. 

Inside the surgery theater, Sally was just about to remove a piece of glass 
from Fia’s chest. 

The position of the glass was very precarious. It pierced into the flesh too 
deeply and it was in contact 

with her heart. 

“Doctor, the patient is bleeding!” 

Sally frowned and looked at the lower half of Fia’s body. 

“Blood transfusion now!” 

The team that was in perfect sync was stunned for a second. Just as a nurse 
was about to move, she noticed Jason looking at her with cold eyes and a bag 
of blood. 

“I’ll do it!” 

When Sally heard the familiar voice, she gave him a look and quickly allowed 
him to take over without even wasting time. 

She let out a sigh of relief. She believed that with Jason here, Fia would be 
alright! 

“I’ll leave this to you, Jason. I’ll deal with the dead…” Sally didn’t want to 
complete the sentence. 



The expression on Jason’s face became even colder and he didn’t say 
anything. He didn’t even look at Fia’s bottom half. 

He simply took the tools and began to focus on Fia’s injury on her chest. 

“Ah… What should we do? How could this have happened?!” Outside the 
surgery theater, Eileen almost fainted from all the crying as Lyn held her. 

Her personal assistant, Lyn, simply looked at the LED display. It showed that 
Fia was still being operated 

on. 

“Don’t worry, Eileen. The g*ds will protect someone as kind as her.” 

Eileen bit her lips and nodded. “She promised to treat me to dinner! And said 
that once I moved out of the country, she’ll visit me together with the baby. 
She won’t break her promise!” 

Lyn’s heart sank. 

They had seen the b*oody scene of Fia’s accident when they were stuck in 
the jam. 

When she saw how bad the jam was, she got down to see what was 
happening. She then saw Fia being moved from the car, covered in blood. 

She got back into the car to tell Eileen, and she immediately went to the 
hospital together in the 

ambulance. 

All she could do was to advise Eileen to stay calm, but she knew something 
bad had happened with those kinds of injuries she suffered. 
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Suddenly, there was a string of footsteps approaching them. 

Lyn turned and was shocked to see what was happening. 

“Eileen, so many reporters are here. We can’t stay here any longer.” 



Eileen turned and looked, and one of the reporters snapped a picture of her 
teary face. 

She couldn’t care less as she tightened her fists. 

“I can’t leave at a time like this. I want to wait until Fia comes out.” 

“Eileen, the boss is still discussing you with the media. The reason they’re 
blocking you here is so they could question you.” 

Eileen shook her head and said coldly, “He already announced his marriage 
with Sapphire. What right do they have to question me?!” 

“But…” 

Lyn still wanted to warn her, but several microphones had already been 
extended toward them, and so she blocked them instinctively. 

“I’m sorry, but Eileen is busy right now and doesn’t have the time to answer 
any questions. Our boss and 

Ms. Starling’s wedding date has already been announced. If you have any 
questions, please go to our company and ask our boss. 

“We’re here for Ms. Reid!” 

“We don’t believe that you have no relationship with Mr. Maxwell at all!” 

“Someone just leaked that your boss Mr. Maxwell is actually your sugar 
daddy. Please give us a direct answer, Ms. Reid.” 

Eileen gritted her teeth and stood up, and her regal aura that she had 
developed from being in the entertainment industry for so long instantly 
enveloped them all. 

“You want to know about my relationship with Victor Maxwell? Fine. I’ll explain 
everything to you. Other than him being my boss and me being his employee, 
we don’t have any other relationships. 

“I never loved him in the past, don’t love him in the present, and never will in 
the future! 



“Of course,” she said with a sneer. “How can someone as lowly as us 
celebrities in the entertainment industry amount to anything in the eyes of the 
rich and powerful? How can I be a match for him? That’s why I have never 
thought of being anything to him!” 

The reporters were all stunned. They thought that Eileen wanted to argue with 
them. They didn’t realize. that she would demean herself instead. 

“Is there anything else you want to ask? Ms. Sapphire Starling had already 
clarified that the woman in the video was her. Do you still want to add on 
additional storylines for me and my boss?” Seeing that the reporters were still 
stunned, a plan formed in her mind. “I’ll be upfront with all of you. My contract 
with my boss is nearing the end. I won’t extend the contract anymore!” 

The reporter then asked, “Which company are you going to move to next?” 

“About that… I haven’t decided yet. I might even retire.” 

Eileen spoke with a cold smile. She wanted to see how he was going to chain 
her up when the reporters 

questioned him about her contract expiring soon! 

Three years… She had endured it for three years because there was still 
hope in her heart. 

But all that hope had become nothing when he announced his wedding with 
Sapphire. 

Just then, the operating theater opened its door. 

A nurse ran out. “Who is the family of Fia Lawson?” 

“Me! I’m here!” Eileen walked over with red eyes. 

“You’re Fia Lawson’s family? We need you to sign the indemnity letter before 
the doctors can proceed with the emergency surgery!” 

“What? Emergency?!” Eileen almost fainted as her vision almost turned black. 

Lyn helped her up and asked the nurse, “How did it become an emergency? 
They didn’t ask us to sign anything when they pushed her in.” 



“Her condition is worse than what we initially expected. Doctor Hall said the 
indemnity letter needs to be signed immediately! Quickly, they’re still waiting 
inside. If you don’t sign, the doctors can’t proceed…” 

“I’ll sign!” Eileen said as her hand shook. 

“Who are you to her?” 

“Best friend.” 

“That won’t work! We need someone from her family!” 
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Eileen didn’t know what to do. Fia’s mother had passed away and no one 
knew who her father was. Family? Which family? The Mannings? 

Suddenly, Lyn’s brain ticked and asked, “Does her husband count?” 

“Of course! Where is he right now? Tell him to come over and sign the form!” 

Lyn held Eileen’s shaking hand and whispered, “Eileen, give Fia’s husband a 
call.” 

Eileen’s eyes were so red as if they were bleeding with hate pulsing in them. 

“He’s not worthy!” But even then, she knew it was not the time to make any 
sort of complaints. And so, she gave Conrad a call. 

“Hello?” 

“Get to Gryphonheart Hospital right now! The hospital needs someone from 
her family to sign the paperwork!” 

“I’m already in the elevator. I’ll be there soon!” Conrad hung up the call. When 
the elevator door opened, he immediately ran out only to see a group of 
reporters waiting outside. 

“Silas, get rid of all of them!” 

“Of course!” 

When the reporters saw Conrad, all of them rushed over excitedly. 



Silas immediately pushed away the man standing at the front so that Conrad 
could get through. When he 

saw that they wanted to give chase, he growled at them, warning and 
threatening them. 

The entire situation was getting a bit chaotic. Luckily, the hospital’s security 
could see what was happening and a group of them came and got rid of all 
the reporters from the hospital. 

“How is she? Where is she?” 

“Sign it!” Eileen grabbed the indemnity letter and pen from the nurse’s hand 
and gave them to Conrad.” Quick, the doctor needs it for the surgery!” 

“Indemnity letter?” Conrad grabbed the paper tightly. “What do you mean?!” 

The nurse had seen plenty of situations like this and quickly explained, “The 
patient might pass away during the operation because of complications. The 
patient’s family members need to sign before the doctors can perform the 
operation.” 

In short, the patient’s condition was critical. The patient’s family needed to 
accept that accidents may happen. Only then would the doctors be brave 
enough to attempt to save her. 

Otherwise, if something happened, the family members could sue the doctors 
and the hospital. 

Inside the surgery theater. 

Sweat formed on Jason’s forehead. Despite all the years of being a doctor, he 
had never been as fearful as today. 

However, he couldn’t let his negative emotions take control of him. He 
suppressed all the negative. feelings inside of him and focused on Fia’s 
injuries. 

Sally felt sorry for him when she saw what was happening. 

“Jason, without the family member’s authorization, we can’t continue with the 
operation. If she were to… The hospital would have to…” 



“Enough!” Jason cut her off. “No matter what happens, I’ll take full 
responsibility. Support me!” 

Sally held the forceps in her hand tightly. It was not that she lacked 
compassion, but she really didn’t 

want Jason to continue. 

A glass had pierced through a part of Fia’s heart. It was a very dangerous 
surgery. 

Even after surgery, there was a high probability of infection. They needed a 
family member’s approval first. 

However, Jason was ignoring it and wanting to continue with the surgery. He 
couldn’t even wait for someone to sign despite the nurse going out and trying 
to get it done not too long ago. 

“We can wait for a few more minutes. As soon as someone signs, we can 
then…” 

“No! She cannot wait!” Jason gritted his teeth as his voice shook. “Her mother 
passed away because of cancer, and she has no father. Conrad Maxwell was 
getting engaged with another woman this morning…” 

He was worried that Conrad might not make it and Fia would immediately die 
on the surgery table. 

Even he, who was normally calm and collected, didn’t collapse as he held on 
to the last hope with his eyes turning red. 

His gloves were stained with blood as he focused his vision on the injuries. 

“Fia, don’t give up.” 
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Sally gulped and wanted to advise Jason to wait when footsteps could be 
heard. 

The nurse who went out just now had come back with hope on her face. 

“Doctor Hall, her family has signed the letter!” 



Sally let out a sigh of relief and prepared herself. “Everyone, support Doctor 
Evans!” 

“Is… Is she going to be alright?” Conrad stared at the door with his fists 
tightened. 

Eileen looked at him angrily, “You can leave now!” 

Conrad frowned. He was not in the mood to fight her. 

“Go back to your engagement ceremony! Don’t stay here and disgust Fia!” 

Silas quietly walked over and said, “Ms. Reid, my boss promised to get 
engaged with Ms. Manning out of desperation.” 

“Liar!” Eileen glared at Conrad with angry eyes. “Ever since Esme came back, 
all you’ve wanted to do is divorce Fia! You only made her stay because of the 
baby! Now that she has been locked up, you can divorce her openly! 
Everyone out there wouldn’t say that you abandoned your original wife for a 
homewrecker! They would only think that Fia had committed a crime! Conrad 
Maxwell, you’re so heartless!” 

“No matter what you say, the engagement is just a strategy for me to slow 
things down.” 

“Ha!” Eileen let out a disgusted smile. “You work together with someone else 
to deal with a woman like her and say that the engagement is for her own 
good? Who would believe you?!” 

Conrad scratched his head and kicked at the wall, irritated. 

“I didn’t!” 

“You didn’t believe Fia at all! All you do is protect that homewrecker! Lyn, 
show him the evidence!” 

“Sure!” Lyn removed the backpack from her back only to stare at it with eyes 
wide. “Eileen…” 

Eileen could hear something was wrong in her voice and she turned and 
looked.. 

A large opening had been cut from the backpack. 



She quickly grabbed it and checked. 

“Where’re the documents? The evidence?!” 

Lyn’s face turned pale. She remembered how the media reporters were 
pushing her. She was worried that they would knock into Eileen, so she was 
focused on stopping her. She didn’t pay attention to her backpack at all. 

Conrad looked at how Eileen and her assistant reacted and asked curiously, 
“What evidence?” 

Eileen suddenly raised her head and looked at him like he was some kind of a 
scoundrel. 

“Did you send someone to do it?!” 

“Last time when Lola was going to show you the evidence in her phone, 
everything was deleted! Now that 

you appeared, all the documents and pieces of evidence are gone!” 

They were going to use it as evidence during the court case to prove Fia’s 
innocence and show what Esme really was like! 

Because they had gathered them in a rush, they didn’t have the time to back 
them up just yet. They only had one, single copy. 

“Lola?” There was disgust in his voice. “That woman can’t be counted on. All 
she did was make them fight! Her words mean nothing!” 

“Conrad, are you still a man?!” Eileen’s rage was fully shown on her face. She 
was sure that Conrad was 

behind it all! 

“What are you all yelling about?” 

At this time, a cold voice came from behind her. Eileen looked at the person 
as she gritted her teeth. 

Victor walked over with swag, his hands in his pockets. 



He glanced at Eileen before going over to Conrad with a smile, 
“Congratulations, cousin.” 

“Scram!” Conrad’s expression darkened. 

“Hey, shouldn’t I congratulate you? You can have one to the left and one to 
the right! It’s a happy day! But 

You haven’t divorce Fia, have you? Why are you getting engaged with 
another woman already? It’s a crime, you know?” 

“Quiet!” After being accused by Eileen like that, his mind was in chaos. The 
only reason he endured her was because she was Fia’s only good friend. 

But he could no longer hold it back when Victor provoked him and he quickly 
gave Victor a kick. 
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“Oh? Does this count as anger out of embarrassment ? Victor quickly moved 
away, and the sneer in his eyes became even more apparent. 

“You have a death wish!” Conrad became a raging beast and immediately 
attacked him. 

Victor didn’t have too many hobbies, but he liked to box and trained himself 
physically. The two of them. started fighting right in the corridor. 

Eileen frowned but the interest in her eyes became brighter. 

“They have the same blood in their veins… They’re both garbage.” 

Lyn wanted to say something, but she didn’t dare to say anything. She was 
very regretful of losing all the documents. 

“Should we report our loss to the police?” 

“After Fia’s surgery,” Eileen said after she took a deep breath. She was very 
anxious and she couldn’t think straight. 

The most important thing was for Fia to get out of the surgery theater safely. 
Everything else could wait. 



All the two cared about was attacking each other. In the end, it was Silas who 
pushed them apart despite the risk. He got hit on his face by both of them. 

“Whatever!” Victor said as he straightened his collars. “I’m a gentleman. I 
won’t fight with you anymore.” 

“You trash!” Conrad cursed. 

“We share the same surname. If I’m trash, you are not that different.” Victor let 
out a smile before approaching Eileen who was a few meters away. 

Eileen saw him from her peripheral vision, but she didn’t look at him. 

“Lyn, go back to the company. I need a few minutes with Eileen,” Victor said. 

“Boss, she’s not in a good mood right now. I can’t leave her here alone,” Lyn 
said. She didn’t dare to look. at Victor. While he looked like a gentleman, she 
knew that he was exactly like Fia’s husband. They were not good men. 

They were even worse than barbarians. 

In the past, she would also be attracted to these young, rich, bluebloods like 
all those innocent young women. But now, all she wanted to do was to 
maintain her distance. 

What happened to Eileen and Fia was the best warning for her. 

“Lyn, you’re the staff from my company. Not her personal staff,” Victor said 
threateningly as he narrowed his eyes. 

Eileen suddenly remembered something and then dragged Lyn to the side. 

She then said to her in a volume that only they could hear. “Lyn, go check the 
hospital’s security room. Tell them that because of a group of reporters here, 
we lost some valuables. Ask the people that have control over the security 
camera to show you the footage and see who stole my documents.” 

Lyn quickly nodded and said, “Sure, I’ll go there right now.” 

She quickly glanced at Victor and then held Eileen’s hand worryingly. 

“Then, what about your side…” 



“Don’t worry. He can’t do anything in broad daylight.” 

“Then I’ll go and check right now. I’ll come back for you as soon as I’m done.” 

Eileen shook her head and then whispered something into Lyn’s ears before 
patting on her shoulder. 

“Careful, Lyn.” 

“Don’t worry, Eileen. I’ll be fine. The driver’s with me.” 

“Sure!” 

After seeing her leave, Eileen looked at the door that was shut tightly. She 
prayed that Fia would be safe. 

“What did you ask your assistant to do?” Victor asked in a whisper after he 
walked over to her. 

Eileen pretended not to see him. She didn’t even want to look at him 

“Eileen, is what the reporters said true?” His voice became low and angry. 

Eileen gulped and said, “Boss, I’m still in my period of rest. I also don’t have 
time to waste talking with you.” 

Victor laughed. “Worried that your best friend will die?” 
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“Are you sick in the head?!” Eileen glared at him. How could he be so 
insolent?! 

“Everyone has to die eventually. There’s nothing to it.” Victor let out a smile. 

“You trash!” Conrad could feel the fire that had already extinguished in his 
heart begin to burn again when he heard what Victor said. “How dare you 
curse my wife?!” 

He shouted and rushed over toward him. 

Victor frowned when he saw how he rushed over. If he were to move away, he 
would ram into Eileen. 



Eileen had accumulated quite a number of sicknesses during the past few 
years of acting. She would feel pain in her bones if she were hit even a little 
with how frail she was. 

That was why he didn’t move away. 

Bang! 

The fist hit Victor in the face. Conrad held his collar and pressed him against 
the 

“Why do you have to curse others to die?!” 

“Ha, did I say a name?” Victor laughed despite being hit. 

wall. 

Eileen could only feel herself getting a headache when she saw how carefree 
he was. 

“Silas!” 

“Yes, Ms. Reid?” Silas said as he massaged his face. It was so painful that he 
could feel his teeth when he spoke. 

“Help your boss and hold him against the wall. Teach him a lesson. Help him 
clean his mouth too!” 

“Help me clean my mouth?” Victor let out a laugh as if he had heard a joke. 
“I’ll free you if you can help me clean my mouth in a very intimate manner!” 

“Beat him!” Eileen said angrily. 

Silas remembered how he got hit twice just now. He couldn’t hit his own boss, 
but he could always hit the other person. 

He quickly rushed over and pressed Victor against the wall before saying to 
his boss excitedly. “Beat him, sir! I’ll hold him back!” 

“…” In that instant, Conrad didn’t feel like beating him anymore. 

He hurled a fist at Victor’s chest and said, “Get rid of him!” 



“What do you-” Victor couldn’t even finish his words when something was 
stuffed into his mouth. 

He stared at Eileen with eyes so white that his eyes almost fell off. 

“Get him out!” Eileen said to Silas. 

Silas quickly used the opportunity while Victor was feeling disgusted with the 
thing in his mouth and twisted his arms behind him. He tied his hands using 
his necktie after he removed it and then escorted 

him away. 

After Victor was gone, the place became much quieter. 

Conrad looked at Eileen strangely while Eileen simply gave him a glance. 

One was Fia’s husband. One was Fia’s best friend. 

They would always fight with each other whenever they met. It was the first 
time they targeted the same. 

person. 

Three hours later, Jason left the operating table. When he reached the door, 
his legs gave way. 

He grabbed at the sterile setup table before suddenly collapsing to the 
ground. 

After Sally was done with all the follow–ups, she removed her scrubs as she 
walked toward the door. 

She saw Jason gasping for air with his back against the table. He was like a 
fish out of water. 

“Jason.” She walked over and got something out of her pocket. It was a 
glucose drink. 

Jason raised his head, his face pale. He raised his hand to take the glucose 
drink from Sally, his hand still shaking. 



There was pain in his eyes. He had just wanted to put down his hand when 
Sally stuffed the drink into his hand. 

“She’s fine now. You saved her.” 

Jason nodded with his eyes wet, holding the drink tightly. 

No one knew how he was able to hold on through the entire surgery. 

He had never been this afraid even during his residency. 
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Sally could see the fear in his eyes and she said to him gently, “Rest for a 
while. I’ll speak with her family.” 

“Sure,” Jason said as he gritted his teeth. He hated Conrad even more than 
ever. 

The surgery theater’s door opened. 

“Doctor Hall!” Both Conrad and Eileen walked to her. 

Sally gave Conrad a glance and then focused her eyes on Eileen. 

“The patient has been saved, but she’ll need to stay in the ICU for the time 
being. Once her condition. stabilizes, we can then move her to a normal 
ward.” 

Eileen was stunned and asked, “Then, the baby…” 

That was also what Conrad wanted to ask about. 

“I’m sorry.” 

Sally took in a deep breath and remembered the pressure Jason was under 
during the entire surgery. 

“Ms. Reid, since you came to the hospital, you know what was happening at 
the time.. 



“With an accident like that, no pregnant woman would be able to protect the 
baby inside of her. Not to mention that Fia had had multiple signs of placental 
abruption before this. She was already quite weak.” 

She knew that some things could be very cruel, but she had to say it. 

Jason started the operation before her family had signed the letter. If the 
director knew about this, he would be in a lot of trouble. She couldn’t allow 
him to get into further trouble. 

“You lie!” Conrad was stunned for several seconds before grabbing Sally by 
the collar. “You’re lying! Did Jason Evans ask you to say that?! That’s our first 
baby! The baby can’t just die like that! Where’s Jason 

Evans? I want to see him!” 

“What are you doing?!” Eileen screamed as she almost collapsed, her tears 
streaming down her face. 

She lifted her hand and gave Conrad a slap. 

“This is all your fault! If you protected her, she wouldn’t have to suffer through 
all this!” 

“I want to see Jason Evans!” Conrad’s eyes were red and so was his face. He 
looked a lot like an angry 

lion. 

Sally was almost out of breath, but she was not afraid. Instead, she continued 
in an even more judgmental tone. “Fia was severely injured from the accident. 
A piece of glass had plunged itself into her heart. It was Doctor Evans that 
stole her life back from Death! 

“If all you want is a child, you can just find some random woman to give you 
one! The baby’s life… is no more important than Fia’s life!” 

“No… That’s not what I mean.” Conrad instantly fell into confusion. It was not 
that he only cared about the baby and not about Fia. 

He suddenly realized something. Fia had asked him a lot of times if he wanted 
a baby. She must have wanted a child a lot. 



But the baby was gone. He couldn’t accept it. Not to mention she was the 
mother. 

The baby was inside of her for two months, and she accompanied the baby all 
this while… 

He let go of Sally and tears began to roll down his face. 

“You can’t tell her.’ 

Both Sally and Eileen looked at Conrad in shock. They didn’t understand what 
he meant by that at that 

moment. 

“Before she fully recovers, you can’t tell her. Otherwise, she won’t be able to 
bear it.” 

Conrad wiped his tears away and returned to his calm and terrifying self. 

He glared at Sally like the Reaper himself and said, “You heard me, doctor?” 

Sally frowned. She had seen plenty of mothers who had lost their children. 
They would all be saddened by the news, but Fia’s condition couldn’t allow 
her to become so emotional. 

But she didn’t believe that they could deceive Fia for long. 

“Do as he says, Doctor Hall.” 

At this time, Jason walked out of the operation theater. After drinking some 
glucose drinks, he looked much better. 

He glared at Conrad with a terrifying aura that was not any lesser than the 
latter’s. 

He walked over to him with his fist tightened. 

-Sally turned around and saw something in his eyes. She then quickly pulled 
him away. 

“Jason, you’re a doctor. Don’t let your emotions get the better of you!” 



“Let me go!” Jason said coldly as he glared at Conrad’s face. 
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Conrad knew what Jason wanted to do. Normally, he would be more than 
happy to oblige. 

But there was nothing more important to him now than to visit Fla. 

“Which ward is Fia in?” 

Sally quickly told them and said to Eileen, “Go with him, Ms. Reid.” 

“Sure.” Eileen thankfully looked at Jason and Sally before chasing after 
Conrad to visit Fia. 

Outside the ICU ward, they could see Fia lying inside behind a heavy glass 
window pane, wearing an oxygen mask with tube after tube connected to her 
body. 

Eileen’s tears couldn’t stop as she placed both her hands on the window, as if 
she could touch her and console her. 

“Conrad Maxwell… That is how the person that you protected harmed her.” 

Conrad tightened his fists as his veins popped. She was still alright yesterday, 
but she was lying in the ICU ward today. 

“I didn’t protect Esme. I didn’t want Fia to go through all of this too. If I had 
known something like this would happen, I would have picked her up earlier.” 

“You think this is all a coincidence?” Eileen said with hate on her face. “This is 
all according to Esme’s plans. She would hurt herself first, send Fia into the 
station, and then… The car accident!” 

Conrad frowned and looked at Eileen coldly. “Don’t make things up if you 
don’t have any evidence.” 

“You’re still protecting her even now?!” 

“I’m not protecting her! When I got there, I saw how they were beating Esme 
up! If I was one step late, no one would know what happened next!” 



When Conrad remembered how Fia acknowledged that she gave them the 
money, it didn’t matter why she did that. It was already enough for her to bear 
a portion of that responsibility. 

Not to mention that they testified that Fia gave them the money to beat Esme 
to death. 

“The reason I got engaged with Esme was so that the Mannings would stop 
pursuing this! I didn’t want to betray her!‘ 

“You didn’t want to know the truth?” Eileen looked at Conrad, disappointed. 

“The truth doesn’t matter anymore as long as this can be solved!” 

“Fia doesn’t think about it that way. You think that you’re doing everything for 
her own good. But what you did was simply hurt her and tarnish her 
character.” 

Conrad didn’t want to continue the fight. “I need to go and do something. I’ll 
send someone to watch over the hospital.” 

“No thanks!” Eileen said with a cool expression. “Without you, we can take 
better care of her!” 

“I’ll come later.” 

After Conrad left the hospital, he went to the traffic department to find the 
footage of when the accident happened. 

When he saw the truck ram into the car Fia was in, he left in fury. 

He would not simply let this be! 

The truck driver wasn’t injured that heavily. He suffered some injury on the 
head and had a shock. He would think of things as he lay in the hospital bed. 

Bang! 

The door was kicked open. 

He was so shocked that he cried out, “Who is it? Who wants to kill me?!” 



The man was wearing a black suit and a darkness covered his handsome 
face. He walked over without saying a word and placed the tip of the baseball 
bat in his hand under his chin. 

“Who… Who are you? What do you want?” 

“Be honest with me. Why did your truck crash into that car!” 

There was nervousness in the old driver’s eyes. 

“I don’t know what happened! My truck suddenly lost control.” 

When he heard the approaching footsteps behind him, Conrad said coldly, 
“Check if his truck lost control.” 

Silas quietly nodded and said, “We did the investigation. It didn’t go through its 
yearly check, so it did have some problems.” 

However, sensing the terror from Conrad’s eyes, he didn’t believe him at all. 

He raised his baseball bat and then swung it down with power. 

“Ah! Don’t kill me…!” The old driver screamed. He could hear a giant thump 
from the spot just next to his 

ear. He almost fainted. 

He blinked and realized that he felt no pain. He was somewhat confused. 

Conrad’s baseball hit the wall right next to his bed. A large spot had a huge 
dent. 

“If you don’t want your family to get hurt, you better explain everything!” 

Read Stop It She’s Remarrying by Stellar Strands 
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Suddenly, there was a string of footsteps approaching them. 

Lyn turned and was shocked to see what was happening. 



“Eileen, so many reporters are here. We can’t stay here any longer.” 

Eileen turned and looked, and one of the reporters snapped a picture of her 
teary face. 

She couldn’t care less as she tightened her fists. 

“I can’t leave at a time like this. I want to wait until Fia comes out.” 

“Eileen, the boss is still discussing you with the media. The reason they’re 
blocking you here is so they could question you.” 

Eileen shook her head and said coldly, “He already announced his marriage 
with Sapphire. What right do they have to question me?!” 

“But…” 

Lyn still wanted to warn her, but several microphones had already been 
extended toward them, and so she blocked them instinctively. 

“I’m sorry, but Eileen is busy right now and doesn’t have the time to answer 
any questions. Our boss and 

Ms. Starling’s wedding date has already been announced. If you have any 
questions, please go to our company and ask our boss. 

“We’re here for Ms. Reid!” 

“We don’t believe that you have no relationship with Mr. Maxwell at all!” 

“Someone just leaked that your boss Mr. Maxwell is actually your sugar 
daddy. Please give us a direct answer, Ms. Reid.” 

Eileen gritted her teeth and stood up, and her regal aura that she had 
developed from being in the entertainment industry for so long instantly 
enveloped them all. 

“You want to know about my relationship with Victor Maxwell? Fine. I’ll explain 
everything to you. Other than him being my boss and me being his employee, 
we don’t have any other relationships. 

“I never loved him in the past, don’t love him in the present, and never will in 
the future! 



“Of course,” she said with a sneer. “How can someone as lowly as us 
celebrities in the entertainment industry amount to anything in the eyes of the 
rich and powerful? How can I be a match for him? That’s why I have never 
thought of being anything to him!” 

The reporters were all stunned. They thought that Eileen wanted to argue with 
them. They didn’t realize. that she would demean herself instead. 

“Is there anything else you want to ask? Ms. Sapphire Starling had already 
clarified that the woman in the video was her. Do you still want to add on 
additional storylines for me and my boss?” Seeing that the reporters were still 
stunned, a plan formed in her mind. “I’ll be upfront with all of you. My contract 
with my boss is nearing the end. I won’t extend the contract anymore!” 

The reporter then asked, “Which company are you going to move to next?” 

“About that… I haven’t decided yet. I might even retire.” 

Eileen spoke with a cold smile. She wanted to see how he was going to chain 
her up when the reporters 

questioned him about her contract expiring soon! 

Three years… She had endured it for three years because there was still 
hope in her heart. 

But all that hope had become nothing when he announced his wedding with 
Sapphire. 

Just then, the operating theater opened its door. 

A nurse ran out. “Who is the family of Fia Lawson?” 

“Me! I’m here!” Eileen walked over with red eyes. 

“You’re Fia Lawson’s family? We need you to sign the indemnity letter before 
the doctors can proceed with the emergency surgery!” 

“What? Emergency?!” Eileen almost fainted as her vision almost turned black. 

Lyn helped her up and asked the nurse, “How did it become an emergency? 
They didn’t ask us to sign anything when they pushed her in.” 



“Her condition is worse than what we initially expected. Doctor Hall said the 
indemnity letter needs to be signed immediately! Quickly, they’re still waiting 
inside. If you don’t sign, the doctors can’t proceed…” 

“I’ll sign!” Eileen said as her hand shook. 

“Who are you to her?” 

“Best friend.” 

“That won’t work! We need someone from her family!” 
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Eileen didn’t know what to do. Fia’s mother had passed away and no one 
knew who her father was. Family? Which family? The Mannings? 

Suddenly, Lyn’s brain ticked and asked, “Does her husband count?” 

“Of course! Where is he right now? Tell him to come over and sign the form!” 

Lyn held Eileen’s shaking hand and whispered, “Eileen, give Fia’s husband a 
call.” 

Eileen’s eyes were so red as if they were bleeding with hate pulsing in them. 

“He’s not worthy!” But even then, she knew it was not the time to make any 
sort of complaints. And so, she gave Conrad a call. 

“Hello?” 

“Get to Gryphonheart Hospital right now! The hospital needs someone from 
her family to sign the paperwork!” 

“I’m already in the elevator. I’ll be there soon!” Conrad hung up the call. When 
the elevator door opened, he immediately ran out only to see a group of 
reporters waiting outside. 

“Silas, get rid of all of them!” 

“Of course!” 

When the reporters saw Conrad, all of them rushed over excitedly. 



Silas immediately pushed away the man standing at the front so that Conrad 
could get through. When he 

saw that they wanted to give chase, he growled at them, warning and 
threatening them. 

The entire situation was getting a bit chaotic. Luckily, the hospital’s security 
could see what was happening and a group of them came and got rid of all 
the reporters from the hospital. 

“How is she? Where is she?” 

“Sign it!” Eileen grabbed the indemnity letter and pen from the nurse’s hand 
and gave them to Conrad.” Quick, the doctor needs it for the surgery!” 

“Indemnity letter?” Conrad grabbed the paper tightly. “What do you mean?!” 

The nurse had seen plenty of situations like this and quickly explained, “The 
patient might pass away during the operation because of complications. The 
patient’s family members need to sign before the doctors can perform the 
operation.” 

In short, the patient’s condition was critical. The patient’s family needed to 
accept that accidents may happen. Only then would the doctors be brave 
enough to attempt to save her. 

Otherwise, if something happened, the family members could sue the doctors 
and the hospital. 

Inside the surgery theater. 

Sweat formed on Jason’s forehead. Despite all the years of being a doctor, he 
had never been as fearful as today. 

However, he couldn’t let his negative emotions take control of him. He 
suppressed all the negative. feelings inside of him and focused on Fia’s 
injuries. 

Sally felt sorry for him when she saw what was happening. 

“Jason, without the family member’s authorization, we can’t continue with the 
operation. If she were to… The hospital would have to…” 



“Enough!” Jason cut her off. “No matter what happens, I’ll take full 
responsibility. Support me!” 

Sally held the forceps in her hand tightly. It was not that she lacked 
compassion, but she really didn’t 

want Jason to continue. 

A glass had pierced through a part of Fia’s heart. It was a very dangerous 
surgery. 

Even after surgery, there was a high probability of infection. They needed a 
family member’s approval first. 

However, Jason was ignoring it and wanting to continue with the surgery. He 
couldn’t even wait for someone to sign despite the nurse going out and trying 
to get it done not too long ago. 

“We can wait for a few more minutes. As soon as someone signs, we can 
then…” 

“No! She cannot wait!” Jason gritted his teeth as his voice shook. “Her mother 
passed away because of cancer, and she has no father. Conrad Maxwell was 
getting engaged with another woman this morning…” 

He was worried that Conrad might not make it and Fia would immediately die 
on the surgery table. 

Even he, who was normally calm and collected, didn’t collapse as he held on 
to the last hope with his eyes turning red. 

His gloves were stained with blood as he focused his vision on the injuries. 

“Fia, don’t give up.” 
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Sally gulped and wanted to advise Jason to wait when footsteps could be 
heard. 

The nurse who went out just now had come back with hope on her face. 

“Doctor Hall, her family has signed the letter!” 



Sally let out a sigh of relief and prepared herself. “Everyone, support Doctor 
Evans!” 

“Is… Is she going to be alright?” Conrad stared at the door with his fists 
tightened. 

Eileen looked at him angrily, “You can leave now!” 

Conrad frowned. He was not in the mood to fight her. 

“Go back to your engagement ceremony! Don’t stay here and disgust Fia!” 

Silas quietly walked over and said, “Ms. Reid, my boss promised to get 
engaged with Ms. Manning out of desperation.” 

“Liar!” Eileen glared at Conrad with angry eyes. “Ever since Esme came back, 
all you’ve wanted to do is divorce Fia! You only made her stay because of the 
baby! Now that she has been locked up, you can divorce her openly! 
Everyone out there wouldn’t say that you abandoned your original wife for a 
homewrecker! They would only think that Fia had committed a crime! Conrad 
Maxwell, you’re so heartless!” 

“No matter what you say, the engagement is just a strategy for me to slow 
things down.” 

“Ha!” Eileen let out a disgusted smile. “You work together with someone else 
to deal with a woman like her and say that the engagement is for her own 
good? Who would believe you?!” 

Conrad scratched his head and kicked at the wall, irritated. 

“I didn’t!” 

“You didn’t believe Fia at all! All you do is protect that homewrecker! Lyn, 
show him the evidence!” 

“Sure!” Lyn removed the backpack from her back only to stare at it with eyes 
wide. “Eileen…” 

Eileen could hear something was wrong in her voice and she turned and 
looked.. 

A large opening had been cut from the backpack. 



She quickly grabbed it and checked. 

“Where’re the documents? The evidence?!” 

Lyn’s face turned pale. She remembered how the media reporters were 
pushing her. She was worried that they would knock into Eileen, so she was 
focused on stopping her. She didn’t pay attention to her backpack at all. 

Conrad looked at how Eileen and her assistant reacted and asked curiously, 
“What evidence?” 

Eileen suddenly raised her head and looked at him like he was some kind of a 
scoundrel. 

“Did you send someone to do it?!” 

“Last time when Lola was going to show you the evidence in her phone, 
everything was deleted! Now that 

you appeared, all the documents and pieces of evidence are gone!” 

They were going to use it as evidence during the court case to prove Fia’s 
innocence and show what Esme really was like! 

Because they had gathered them in a rush, they didn’t have the time to back 
them up just yet. They only had one, single copy. 

“Lola?” There was disgust in his voice. “That woman can’t be counted on. All 
she did was make them fight! Her words mean nothing!” 

“Conrad, are you still a man?!” Eileen’s rage was fully shown on her face. She 
was sure that Conrad was 

behind it all! 

“What are you all yelling about?” 

At this time, a cold voice came from behind her. Eileen looked at the person 
as she gritted her teeth. 

Victor walked over with swag, his hands in his pockets. 



He glanced at Eileen before going over to Conrad with a smile, 
“Congratulations, cousin.” 

“Scram!” Conrad’s expression darkened. 

“Hey, shouldn’t I congratulate you? You can have one to the left and one to 
the right! It’s a happy day! But 

You haven’t divorce Fia, have you? Why are you getting engaged with 
another woman already? It’s a crime, you know?” 

“Quiet!” After being accused by Eileen like that, his mind was in chaos. The 
only reason he endured her was because she was Fia’s only good friend. 

But he could no longer hold it back when Victor provoked him and he quickly 
gave Victor a kick. 
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“Oh? Does this count as anger out of embarrassment ? Victor quickly moved 
away, and the sneer in his eyes became even more apparent. 

“You have a death wish!” Conrad became a raging beast and immediately 
attacked him. 

Victor didn’t have too many hobbies, but he liked to box and trained himself 
physically. The two of them. started fighting right in the corridor. 

Eileen frowned but the interest in her eyes became brighter. 

“They have the same blood in their veins… They’re both garbage.” 

Lyn wanted to say something, but she didn’t dare to say anything. She was 
very regretful of losing all the documents. 

“Should we report our loss to the police?” 

“After Fia’s surgery,” Eileen said after she took a deep breath. She was very 
anxious and she couldn’t think straight. 

The most important thing was for Fia to get out of the surgery theater safely. 
Everything else could wait. 



All the two cared about was attacking each other. In the end, it was Silas who 
pushed them apart despite the risk. He got hit on his face by both of them. 

“Whatever!” Victor said as he straightened his collars. “I’m a gentleman. I 
won’t fight with you anymore.” 

“You trash!” Conrad cursed. 

“We share the same surname. If I’m trash, you are not that different.” Victor let 
out a smile before approaching Eileen who was a few meters away. 

Eileen saw him from her peripheral vision, but she didn’t look at him. 

“Lyn, go back to the company. I need a few minutes with Eileen,” Victor said. 

“Boss, she’s not in a good mood right now. I can’t leave her here alone,” Lyn 
said. She didn’t dare to look. at Victor. While he looked like a gentleman, she 
knew that he was exactly like Fia’s husband. They were not good men. 

They were even worse than barbarians. 

In the past, she would also be attracted to these young, rich, bluebloods like 
all those innocent young women. But now, all she wanted to do was to 
maintain her distance. 

What happened to Eileen and Fia was the best warning for her. 

“Lyn, you’re the staff from my company. Not her personal staff,” Victor said 
threateningly as he narrowed his eyes. 

Eileen suddenly remembered something and then dragged Lyn to the side. 

She then said to her in a volume that only they could hear. “Lyn, go check the 
hospital’s security room. Tell them that because of a group of reporters here, 
we lost some valuables. Ask the people that have control over the security 
camera to show you the footage and see who stole my documents.” 

Lyn quickly nodded and said, “Sure, I’ll go there right now.” 

She quickly glanced at Victor and then held Eileen’s hand worryingly. 

“Then, what about your side…” 



“Don’t worry. He can’t do anything in broad daylight.” 

“Then I’ll go and check right now. I’ll come back for you as soon as I’m done.” 

Eileen shook her head and then whispered something into Lyn’s ears before 
patting on her shoulder. 

“Careful, Lyn.” 

“Don’t worry, Eileen. I’ll be fine. The driver’s with me.” 

“Sure!” 

After seeing her leave, Eileen looked at the door that was shut tightly. She 
prayed that Fia would be safe. 

“What did you ask your assistant to do?” Victor asked in a whisper after he 
walked over to her. 

Eileen pretended not to see him. She didn’t even want to look at him 

“Eileen, is what the reporters said true?” His voice became low and angry. 

Eileen gulped and said, “Boss, I’m still in my period of rest. I also don’t have 
time to waste talking with you.” 

Victor laughed. “Worried that your best friend will die?” 
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“Are you sick in the head?!” Eileen glared at him. How could he be so 
insolent?! 

“Everyone has to die eventually. There’s nothing to it.” Victor let out a smile. 

“You trash!” Conrad could feel the fire that had already extinguished in his 
heart begin to burn again when he heard what Victor said. “How dare you 
curse my wife?!” 

He shouted and rushed over toward him. 

Victor frowned when he saw how he rushed over. If he were to move away, he 
would ram into Eileen. 



Eileen had accumulated quite a number of sicknesses during the past few 
years of acting. She would feel pain in her bones if she were hit even a little 
with how frail she was. 

That was why he didn’t move away. 

Bang! 

The fist hit Victor in the face. Conrad held his collar and pressed him against 
the 

“Why do you have to curse others to die?!” 

“Ha, did I say a name?” Victor laughed despite being hit. 

wall. 

Eileen could only feel herself getting a headache when she saw how carefree 
he was. 

“Silas!” 

“Yes, Ms. Reid?” Silas said as he massaged his face. It was so painful that he 
could feel his teeth when he spoke. 

“Help your boss and hold him against the wall. Teach him a lesson. Help him 
clean his mouth too!” 

“Help me clean my mouth?” Victor let out a laugh as if he had heard a joke. 
“I’ll free you if you can help me clean my mouth in a very intimate manner!” 

“Beat him!” Eileen said angrily. 

Silas remembered how he got hit twice just now. He couldn’t hit his own boss, 
but he could always hit the other person. 

He quickly rushed over and pressed Victor against the wall before saying to 
his boss excitedly. “Beat him, sir! I’ll hold him back!” 

“…” In that instant, Conrad didn’t feel like beating him anymore. 

He hurled a fist at Victor’s chest and said, “Get rid of him!” 



“What do you-” Victor couldn’t even finish his words when something was 
stuffed into his mouth. 

He stared at Eileen with eyes so white that his eyes almost fell off. 

“Get him out!” Eileen said to Silas. 

Silas quickly used the opportunity while Victor was feeling disgusted with the 
thing in his mouth and twisted his arms behind him. He tied his hands using 
his necktie after he removed it and then escorted 

him away. 

After Victor was gone, the place became much quieter. 

Conrad looked at Eileen strangely while Eileen simply gave him a glance. 

One was Fia’s husband. One was Fia’s best friend. 

They would always fight with each other whenever they met. It was the first 
time they targeted the same. 

person. 

Three hours later, Jason left the operating table. When he reached the door, 
his legs gave way. 

He grabbed at the sterile setup table before suddenly collapsing to the 
ground. 

After Sally was done with all the follow–ups, she removed her scrubs as she 
walked toward the door. 

She saw Jason gasping for air with his back against the table. He was like a 
fish out of water. 

“Jason.” She walked over and got something out of her pocket. It was a 
glucose drink. 

Jason raised his head, his face pale. He raised his hand to take the glucose 
drink from Sally, his hand still shaking. 



There was pain in his eyes. He had just wanted to put down his hand when 
Sally stuffed the drink into his hand. 

“She’s fine now. You saved her.” 

Jason nodded with his eyes wet, holding the drink tightly. 

No one knew how he was able to hold on through the entire surgery. 

He had never been this afraid even during his residency. 
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Sally could see the fear in his eyes and she said to him gently, “Rest for a 
while. I’ll speak with her family.” 

“Sure,” Jason said as he gritted his teeth. He hated Conrad even more than 
ever. 

The surgery theater’s door opened. 

“Doctor Hall!” Both Conrad and Eileen walked to her. 

Sally gave Conrad a glance and then focused her eyes on Eileen. 

“The patient has been saved, but she’ll need to stay in the ICU for the time 
being. Once her condition. stabilizes, we can then move her to a normal 
ward.” 

Eileen was stunned and asked, “Then, the baby…” 

That was also what Conrad wanted to ask about. 

“I’m sorry.” 

Sally took in a deep breath and remembered the pressure Jason was under 
during the entire surgery. 

“Ms. Reid, since you came to the hospital, you know what was happening at 
the time.. 



“With an accident like that, no pregnant woman would be able to protect the 
baby inside of her. Not to mention that Fia had had multiple signs of placental 
abruption before this. She was already quite weak.” 

She knew that some things could be very cruel, but she had to say it. 

Jason started the operation before her family had signed the letter. If the 
director knew about this, he would be in a lot of trouble. She couldn’t allow 
him to get into further trouble. 

“You lie!” Conrad was stunned for several seconds before grabbing Sally by 
the collar. “You’re lying! Did Jason Evans ask you to say that?! That’s our first 
baby! The baby can’t just die like that! Where’s Jason 

Evans? I want to see him!” 

“What are you doing?!” Eileen screamed as she almost collapsed, her tears 
streaming down her face. 

She lifted her hand and gave Conrad a slap. 

“This is all your fault! If you protected her, she wouldn’t have to suffer through 
all this!” 

“I want to see Jason Evans!” Conrad’s eyes were red and so was his face. He 
looked a lot like an angry 

lion. 

Sally was almost out of breath, but she was not afraid. Instead, she continued 
in an even more judgmental tone. “Fia was severely injured from the accident. 
A piece of glass had plunged itself into her heart. It was Doctor Evans that 
stole her life back from Death! 

“If all you want is a child, you can just find some random woman to give you 
one! The baby’s life… is no more important than Fia’s life!” 

“No… That’s not what I mean.” Conrad instantly fell into confusion. It was not 
that he only cared about the baby and not about Fia. 

He suddenly realized something. Fia had asked him a lot of times if he wanted 
a baby. She must have wanted a child a lot. 



But the baby was gone. He couldn’t accept it. Not to mention she was the 
mother. 

The baby was inside of her for two months, and she accompanied the baby all 
this while… 

He let go of Sally and tears began to roll down his face. 

“You can’t tell her.’ 

Both Sally and Eileen looked at Conrad in shock. They didn’t understand what 
he meant by that at that 

moment. 

“Before she fully recovers, you can’t tell her. Otherwise, she won’t be able to 
bear it.” 

Conrad wiped his tears away and returned to his calm and terrifying self. 

He glared at Sally like the Reaper himself and said, “You heard me, doctor?” 

Sally frowned. She had seen plenty of mothers who had lost their children. 
They would all be saddened by the news, but Fia’s condition couldn’t allow 
her to become so emotional. 

But she didn’t believe that they could deceive Fia for long. 

“Do as he says, Doctor Hall.” 

At this time, Jason walked out of the operation theater. After drinking some 
glucose drinks, he looked much better. 

He glared at Conrad with a terrifying aura that was not any lesser than the 
latter’s. 

He walked over to him with his fist tightened. 

-Sally turned around and saw something in his eyes. She then quickly pulled 
him away. 

“Jason, you’re a doctor. Don’t let your emotions get the better of you!” 



“Let me go!” Jason said coldly as he glared at Conrad’s face. 
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Conrad knew what Jason wanted to do. Normally, he would be more than 
happy to oblige. 

But there was nothing more important to him now than to visit Fla. 

“Which ward is Fia in?” 

Sally quickly told them and said to Eileen, “Go with him, Ms. Reid.” 

“Sure.” Eileen thankfully looked at Jason and Sally before chasing after 
Conrad to visit Fia. 

Outside the ICU ward, they could see Fia lying inside behind a heavy glass 
window pane, wearing an oxygen mask with tube after tube connected to her 
body. 

Eileen’s tears couldn’t stop as she placed both her hands on the window, as if 
she could touch her and console her. 

“Conrad Maxwell… That is how the person that you protected harmed her.” 

Conrad tightened his fists as his veins popped. She was still alright yesterday, 
but she was lying in the ICU ward today. 

“I didn’t protect Esme. I didn’t want Fia to go through all of this too. If I had 
known something like this would happen, I would have picked her up earlier.” 

“You think this is all a coincidence?” Eileen said with hate on her face. “This is 
all according to Esme’s plans. She would hurt herself first, send Fia into the 
station, and then… The car accident!” 

Conrad frowned and looked at Eileen coldly. “Don’t make things up if you 
don’t have any evidence.” 

“You’re still protecting her even now?!” 

“I’m not protecting her! When I got there, I saw how they were beating Esme 
up! If I was one step late, no one would know what happened next!” 



When Conrad remembered how Fia acknowledged that she gave them the 
money, it didn’t matter why she did that. It was already enough for her to bear 
a portion of that responsibility. 

Not to mention that they testified that Fia gave them the money to beat Esme 
to death. 

“The reason I got engaged with Esme was so that the Mannings would stop 
pursuing this! I didn’t want to betray her!‘ 

“You didn’t want to know the truth?” Eileen looked at Conrad, disappointed. 

“The truth doesn’t matter anymore as long as this can be solved!” 

“Fia doesn’t think about it that way. You think that you’re doing everything for 
her own good. But what you did was simply hurt her and tarnish her 
character.” 

Conrad didn’t want to continue the fight. “I need to go and do something. I’ll 
send someone to watch over the hospital.” 

“No thanks!” Eileen said with a cool expression. “Without you, we can take 
better care of her!” 

“I’ll come later.” 

After Conrad left the hospital, he went to the traffic department to find the 
footage of when the accident happened. 

When he saw the truck ram into the car Fia was in, he left in fury. 

He would not simply let this be! 

The truck driver wasn’t injured that heavily. He suffered some injury on the 
head and had a shock. He would think of things as he lay in the hospital bed. 

Bang! 

The door was kicked open. 

He was so shocked that he cried out, “Who is it? Who wants to kill me?!” 



The man was wearing a black suit and a darkness covered his handsome 
face. He walked over without saying a word and placed the tip of the baseball 
bat in his hand under his chin. 

“Who… Who are you? What do you want?” 

“Be honest with me. Why did your truck crash into that car!” 

There was nervousness in the old driver’s eyes. 

“I don’t know what happened! My truck suddenly lost control.” 

When he heard the approaching footsteps behind him, Conrad said coldly, 
“Check if his truck lost control.” 

Silas quietly nodded and said, “We did the investigation. It didn’t go through its 
yearly check, so it did have some problems.” 

However, sensing the terror from Conrad’s eyes, he didn’t believe him at all. 

He raised his baseball bat and then swung it down with power. 

“Ah! Don’t kill me…!” The old driver screamed. He could hear a giant thump 
from the spot just next to his 

ear. He almost fainted. 

He blinked and realized that he felt no pain. He was somewhat confused. 

Conrad’s baseball hit the wall right next to his bed. A large spot had a huge 
dent. 

“If you don’t want your family to get hurt, you better explain everything!” 

Read Stop It She’s Remarrying by Stellar Strands 
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Eileen didn’t know what to do. Fia’s mother had passed away and no one 
knew who her father was. Family? Which family? The Mannings? 



Suddenly, Lyn’s brain ticked and asked, “Does her husband count?” 

“Of course! Where is he right now? Tell him to come over and sign the form!” 

Lyn held Eileen’s shaking hand and whispered, “Eileen, give Fia’s husband a 
call.” 

Eileen’s eyes were so red as if they were bleeding with hate pulsing in them. 

“He’s not worthy!” But even then, she knew it was not the time to make any 
sort of complaints. And so, she gave Conrad a call. 

“Hello?” 

“Get to Gryphonheart Hospital right now! The hospital needs someone from 
her family to sign the paperwork!” 

“I’m already in the elevator. I’ll be there soon!” Conrad hung up the call. When 
the elevator door opened, he immediately ran out only to see a group of 
reporters waiting outside. 

“Silas, get rid of all of them!” 

“Of course!” 

When the reporters saw Conrad, all of them rushed over excitedly. 

Silas immediately pushed away the man standing at the front so that Conrad 
could get through. When he 

saw that they wanted to give chase, he growled at them, warning and 
threatening them. 

The entire situation was getting a bit chaotic. Luckily, the hospital’s security 
could see what was happening and a group of them came and got rid of all 
the reporters from the hospital. 

“How is she? Where is she?” 

“Sign it!” Eileen grabbed the indemnity letter and pen from the nurse’s hand 
and gave them to Conrad.” Quick, the doctor needs it for the surgery!” 

“Indemnity letter?” Conrad grabbed the paper tightly. “What do you mean?!” 



The nurse had seen plenty of situations like this and quickly explained, “The 
patient might pass away during the operation because of complications. The 
patient’s family members need to sign before the doctors can perform the 
operation.” 

In short, the patient’s condition was critical. The patient’s family needed to 
accept that accidents may happen. Only then would the doctors be brave 
enough to attempt to save her. 

Otherwise, if something happened, the family members could sue the doctors 
and the hospital. 

Inside the surgery theater. 

Sweat formed on Jason’s forehead. Despite all the years of being a doctor, he 
had never been as fearful as today. 

However, he couldn’t let his negative emotions take control of him. He 
suppressed all the negative. feelings inside of him and focused on Fia’s 
injuries. 

Sally felt sorry for him when she saw what was happening. 

“Jason, without the family member’s authorization, we can’t continue with the 
operation. If she were to… The hospital would have to…” 

“Enough!” Jason cut her off. “No matter what happens, I’ll take full 
responsibility. Support me!” 

Sally held the forceps in her hand tightly. It was not that she lacked 
compassion, but she really didn’t 

want Jason to continue. 

A glass had pierced through a part of Fia’s heart. It was a very dangerous 
surgery. 

Even after surgery, there was a high probability of infection. They needed a 
family member’s approval first. 

However, Jason was ignoring it and wanting to continue with the surgery. He 
couldn’t even wait for someone to sign despite the nurse going out and trying 
to get it done not too long ago. 



“We can wait for a few more minutes. As soon as someone signs, we can 
then…” 

“No! She cannot wait!” Jason gritted his teeth as his voice shook. “Her mother 
passed away because of cancer, and she has no father. Conrad Maxwell was 
getting engaged with another woman this morning…” 

He was worried that Conrad might not make it and Fia would immediately die 
on the surgery table. 

Even he, who was normally calm and collected, didn’t collapse as he held on 
to the last hope with his eyes turning red. 

His gloves were stained with blood as he focused his vision on the injuries. 

“Fia, don’t give up.” 
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Sally gulped and wanted to advise Jason to wait when footsteps could be 
heard. 

The nurse who went out just now had come back with hope on her face. 

“Doctor Hall, her family has signed the letter!” 

Sally let out a sigh of relief and prepared herself. “Everyone, support Doctor 
Evans!” 

“Is… Is she going to be alright?” Conrad stared at the door with his fists 
tightened. 

Eileen looked at him angrily, “You can leave now!” 

Conrad frowned. He was not in the mood to fight her. 

“Go back to your engagement ceremony! Don’t stay here and disgust Fia!” 

Silas quietly walked over and said, “Ms. Reid, my boss promised to get 
engaged with Ms. Manning out of desperation.” 

“Liar!” Eileen glared at Conrad with angry eyes. “Ever since Esme came back, 
all you’ve wanted to do is divorce Fia! You only made her stay because of the 



baby! Now that she has been locked up, you can divorce her openly! 
Everyone out there wouldn’t say that you abandoned your original wife for a 
homewrecker! They would only think that Fia had committed a crime! Conrad 
Maxwell, you’re so heartless!” 

“No matter what you say, the engagement is just a strategy for me to slow 
things down.” 

“Ha!” Eileen let out a disgusted smile. “You work together with someone else 
to deal with a woman like her and say that the engagement is for her own 
good? Who would believe you?!” 

Conrad scratched his head and kicked at the wall, irritated. 

“I didn’t!” 

“You didn’t believe Fia at all! All you do is protect that homewrecker! Lyn, 
show him the evidence!” 

“Sure!” Lyn removed the backpack from her back only to stare at it with eyes 
wide. “Eileen…” 

Eileen could hear something was wrong in her voice and she turned and 
looked.. 

A large opening had been cut from the backpack. 

She quickly grabbed it and checked. 

“Where’re the documents? The evidence?!” 

Lyn’s face turned pale. She remembered how the media reporters were 
pushing her. She was worried that they would knock into Eileen, so she was 
focused on stopping her. She didn’t pay attention to her backpack at all. 

Conrad looked at how Eileen and her assistant reacted and asked curiously, 
“What evidence?” 

Eileen suddenly raised her head and looked at him like he was some kind of a 
scoundrel. 

“Did you send someone to do it?!” 



“Last time when Lola was going to show you the evidence in her phone, 
everything was deleted! Now that 

you appeared, all the documents and pieces of evidence are gone!” 

They were going to use it as evidence during the court case to prove Fia’s 
innocence and show what Esme really was like! 

Because they had gathered them in a rush, they didn’t have the time to back 
them up just yet. They only had one, single copy. 

“Lola?” There was disgust in his voice. “That woman can’t be counted on. All 
she did was make them fight! Her words mean nothing!” 

“Conrad, are you still a man?!” Eileen’s rage was fully shown on her face. She 
was sure that Conrad was 

behind it all! 

“What are you all yelling about?” 

At this time, a cold voice came from behind her. Eileen looked at the person 
as she gritted her teeth. 

Victor walked over with swag, his hands in his pockets. 

He glanced at Eileen before going over to Conrad with a smile, 
“Congratulations, cousin.” 

“Scram!” Conrad’s expression darkened. 

“Hey, shouldn’t I congratulate you? You can have one to the left and one to 
the right! It’s a happy day! But 

You haven’t divorce Fia, have you? Why are you getting engaged with 
another woman already? It’s a crime, you know?” 

“Quiet!” After being accused by Eileen like that, his mind was in chaos. The 
only reason he endured her was because she was Fia’s only good friend. 

But he could no longer hold it back when Victor provoked him and he quickly 
gave Victor a kick. 
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“Oh? Does this count as anger out of embarrassment ? Victor quickly moved 
away, and the sneer in his eyes became even more apparent. 

“You have a death wish!” Conrad became a raging beast and immediately 
attacked him. 

Victor didn’t have too many hobbies, but he liked to box and trained himself 
physically. The two of them. started fighting right in the corridor. 

Eileen frowned but the interest in her eyes became brighter. 

“They have the same blood in their veins… They’re both garbage.” 

Lyn wanted to say something, but she didn’t dare to say anything. She was 
very regretful of losing all the documents. 

“Should we report our loss to the police?” 

“After Fia’s surgery,” Eileen said after she took a deep breath. She was very 
anxious and she couldn’t think straight. 

The most important thing was for Fia to get out of the surgery theater safely. 
Everything else could wait. 

All the two cared about was attacking each other. In the end, it was Silas who 
pushed them apart despite the risk. He got hit on his face by both of them. 

“Whatever!” Victor said as he straightened his collars. “I’m a gentleman. I 
won’t fight with you anymore.” 

“You trash!” Conrad cursed. 

“We share the same surname. If I’m trash, you are not that different.” Victor let 
out a smile before approaching Eileen who was a few meters away. 

Eileen saw him from her peripheral vision, but she didn’t look at him. 

“Lyn, go back to the company. I need a few minutes with Eileen,” Victor said. 



“Boss, she’s not in a good mood right now. I can’t leave her here alone,” Lyn 
said. She didn’t dare to look. at Victor. While he looked like a gentleman, she 
knew that he was exactly like Fia’s husband. They were not good men. 

They were even worse than barbarians. 

In the past, she would also be attracted to these young, rich, bluebloods like 
all those innocent young women. But now, all she wanted to do was to 
maintain her distance. 

What happened to Eileen and Fia was the best warning for her. 

“Lyn, you’re the staff from my company. Not her personal staff,” Victor said 
threateningly as he narrowed his eyes. 

Eileen suddenly remembered something and then dragged Lyn to the side. 

She then said to her in a volume that only they could hear. “Lyn, go check the 
hospital’s security room. Tell them that because of a group of reporters here, 
we lost some valuables. Ask the people that have control over the security 
camera to show you the footage and see who stole my documents.” 

Lyn quickly nodded and said, “Sure, I’ll go there right now.” 

She quickly glanced at Victor and then held Eileen’s hand worryingly. 

“Then, what about your side…” 

“Don’t worry. He can’t do anything in broad daylight.” 

“Then I’ll go and check right now. I’ll come back for you as soon as I’m done.” 

Eileen shook her head and then whispered something into Lyn’s ears before 
patting on her shoulder. 

“Careful, Lyn.” 

“Don’t worry, Eileen. I’ll be fine. The driver’s with me.” 

“Sure!” 

After seeing her leave, Eileen looked at the door that was shut tightly. She 
prayed that Fia would be safe. 



“What did you ask your assistant to do?” Victor asked in a whisper after he 
walked over to her. 

Eileen pretended not to see him. She didn’t even want to look at him 

“Eileen, is what the reporters said true?” His voice became low and angry. 

Eileen gulped and said, “Boss, I’m still in my period of rest. I also don’t have 
time to waste talking with you.” 

Victor laughed. “Worried that your best friend will die?” 
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“Are you sick in the head?!” Eileen glared at him. How could he be so 
insolent?! 

“Everyone has to die eventually. There’s nothing to it.” Victor let out a smile. 

“You trash!” Conrad could feel the fire that had already extinguished in his 
heart begin to burn again when he heard what Victor said. “How dare you 
curse my wife?!” 

He shouted and rushed over toward him. 

Victor frowned when he saw how he rushed over. If he were to move away, he 
would ram into Eileen. 

Eileen had accumulated quite a number of sicknesses during the past few 
years of acting. She would feel pain in her bones if she were hit even a little 
with how frail she was. 

That was why he didn’t move away. 

Bang! 

The fist hit Victor in the face. Conrad held his collar and pressed him against 
the 

“Why do you have to curse others to die?!” 

“Ha, did I say a name?” Victor laughed despite being hit. 



wall. 

Eileen could only feel herself getting a headache when she saw how carefree 
he was. 

“Silas!” 

“Yes, Ms. Reid?” Silas said as he massaged his face. It was so painful that he 
could feel his teeth when he spoke. 

“Help your boss and hold him against the wall. Teach him a lesson. Help him 
clean his mouth too!” 

“Help me clean my mouth?” Victor let out a laugh as if he had heard a joke. 
“I’ll free you if you can help me clean my mouth in a very intimate manner!” 

“Beat him!” Eileen said angrily. 

Silas remembered how he got hit twice just now. He couldn’t hit his own boss, 
but he could always hit the other person. 

He quickly rushed over and pressed Victor against the wall before saying to 
his boss excitedly. “Beat him, sir! I’ll hold him back!” 

“…” In that instant, Conrad didn’t feel like beating him anymore. 

He hurled a fist at Victor’s chest and said, “Get rid of him!” 

“What do you-” Victor couldn’t even finish his words when something was 
stuffed into his mouth. 

He stared at Eileen with eyes so white that his eyes almost fell off. 

“Get him out!” Eileen said to Silas. 

Silas quickly used the opportunity while Victor was feeling disgusted with the 
thing in his mouth and twisted his arms behind him. He tied his hands using 
his necktie after he removed it and then escorted 

him away. 

After Victor was gone, the place became much quieter. 



Conrad looked at Eileen strangely while Eileen simply gave him a glance. 

One was Fia’s husband. One was Fia’s best friend. 

They would always fight with each other whenever they met. It was the first 
time they targeted the same. 

person. 

Three hours later, Jason left the operating table. When he reached the door, 
his legs gave way. 

He grabbed at the sterile setup table before suddenly collapsing to the 
ground. 

After Sally was done with all the follow–ups, she removed her scrubs as she 
walked toward the door. 

She saw Jason gasping for air with his back against the table. He was like a 
fish out of water. 

“Jason.” She walked over and got something out of her pocket. It was a 
glucose drink. 

Jason raised his head, his face pale. He raised his hand to take the glucose 
drink from Sally, his hand still shaking. 

There was pain in his eyes. He had just wanted to put down his hand when 
Sally stuffed the drink into his hand. 

“She’s fine now. You saved her.” 

Jason nodded with his eyes wet, holding the drink tightly. 

No one knew how he was able to hold on through the entire surgery. 

He had never been this afraid even during his residency. 
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Sally could see the fear in his eyes and she said to him gently, “Rest for a 
while. I’ll speak with her family.” 



“Sure,” Jason said as he gritted his teeth. He hated Conrad even more than 
ever. 

The surgery theater’s door opened. 

“Doctor Hall!” Both Conrad and Eileen walked to her. 

Sally gave Conrad a glance and then focused her eyes on Eileen. 

“The patient has been saved, but she’ll need to stay in the ICU for the time 
being. Once her condition. stabilizes, we can then move her to a normal 
ward.” 

Eileen was stunned and asked, “Then, the baby…” 

That was also what Conrad wanted to ask about. 

“I’m sorry.” 

Sally took in a deep breath and remembered the pressure Jason was under 
during the entire surgery. 

“Ms. Reid, since you came to the hospital, you know what was happening at 
the time.. 

“With an accident like that, no pregnant woman would be able to protect the 
baby inside of her. Not to mention that Fia had had multiple signs of placental 
abruption before this. She was already quite weak.” 

She knew that some things could be very cruel, but she had to say it. 

Jason started the operation before her family had signed the letter. If the 
director knew about this, he would be in a lot of trouble. She couldn’t allow 
him to get into further trouble. 

“You lie!” Conrad was stunned for several seconds before grabbing Sally by 
the collar. “You’re lying! Did Jason Evans ask you to say that?! That’s our first 
baby! The baby can’t just die like that! Where’s Jason 

Evans? I want to see him!” 

“What are you doing?!” Eileen screamed as she almost collapsed, her tears 
streaming down her face. 



She lifted her hand and gave Conrad a slap. 

“This is all your fault! If you protected her, she wouldn’t have to suffer through 
all this!” 

“I want to see Jason Evans!” Conrad’s eyes were red and so was his face. He 
looked a lot like an angry 

lion. 

Sally was almost out of breath, but she was not afraid. Instead, she continued 
in an even more judgmental tone. “Fia was severely injured from the accident. 
A piece of glass had plunged itself into her heart. It was Doctor Evans that 
stole her life back from Death! 

“If all you want is a child, you can just find some random woman to give you 
one! The baby’s life… is no more important than Fia’s life!” 

“No… That’s not what I mean.” Conrad instantly fell into confusion. It was not 
that he only cared about the baby and not about Fia. 

He suddenly realized something. Fia had asked him a lot of times if he wanted 
a baby. She must have wanted a child a lot. 

But the baby was gone. He couldn’t accept it. Not to mention she was the 
mother. 

The baby was inside of her for two months, and she accompanied the baby all 
this while… 

He let go of Sally and tears began to roll down his face. 

“You can’t tell her.’ 

Both Sally and Eileen looked at Conrad in shock. They didn’t understand what 
he meant by that at that 

moment. 

“Before she fully recovers, you can’t tell her. Otherwise, she won’t be able to 
bear it.” 

Conrad wiped his tears away and returned to his calm and terrifying self. 



He glared at Sally like the Reaper himself and said, “You heard me, doctor?” 

Sally frowned. She had seen plenty of mothers who had lost their children. 
They would all be saddened by the news, but Fia’s condition couldn’t allow 
her to become so emotional. 

But she didn’t believe that they could deceive Fia for long. 

“Do as he says, Doctor Hall.” 

At this time, Jason walked out of the operation theater. After drinking some 
glucose drinks, he looked much better. 

He glared at Conrad with a terrifying aura that was not any lesser than the 
latter’s. 

He walked over to him with his fist tightened. 

-Sally turned around and saw something in his eyes. She then quickly pulled 
him away. 

“Jason, you’re a doctor. Don’t let your emotions get the better of you!” 

“Let me go!” Jason said coldly as he glared at Conrad’s face. 
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Conrad knew what Jason wanted to do. Normally, he would be more than 
happy to oblige. 

But there was nothing more important to him now than to visit Fla. 

“Which ward is Fia in?” 

Sally quickly told them and said to Eileen, “Go with him, Ms. Reid.” 

“Sure.” Eileen thankfully looked at Jason and Sally before chasing after 
Conrad to visit Fia. 

Outside the ICU ward, they could see Fia lying inside behind a heavy glass 
window pane, wearing an oxygen mask with tube after tube connected to her 
body. 



Eileen’s tears couldn’t stop as she placed both her hands on the window, as if 
she could touch her and console her. 

“Conrad Maxwell… That is how the person that you protected harmed her.” 

Conrad tightened his fists as his veins popped. She was still alright yesterday, 
but she was lying in the ICU ward today. 

“I didn’t protect Esme. I didn’t want Fia to go through all of this too. If I had 
known something like this would happen, I would have picked her up earlier.” 

“You think this is all a coincidence?” Eileen said with hate on her face. “This is 
all according to Esme’s plans. She would hurt herself first, send Fia into the 
station, and then… The car accident!” 

Conrad frowned and looked at Eileen coldly. “Don’t make things up if you 
don’t have any evidence.” 

“You’re still protecting her even now?!” 

“I’m not protecting her! When I got there, I saw how they were beating Esme 
up! If I was one step late, no one would know what happened next!” 

When Conrad remembered how Fia acknowledged that she gave them the 
money, it didn’t matter why she did that. It was already enough for her to bear 
a portion of that responsibility. 

Not to mention that they testified that Fia gave them the money to beat Esme 
to death. 

“The reason I got engaged with Esme was so that the Mannings would stop 
pursuing this! I didn’t want to betray her!‘ 

“You didn’t want to know the truth?” Eileen looked at Conrad, disappointed. 

“The truth doesn’t matter anymore as long as this can be solved!” 

“Fia doesn’t think about it that way. You think that you’re doing everything for 
her own good. But what you did was simply hurt her and tarnish her 
character.” 

Conrad didn’t want to continue the fight. “I need to go and do something. I’ll 
send someone to watch over the hospital.” 



“No thanks!” Eileen said with a cool expression. “Without you, we can take 
better care of her!” 

“I’ll come later.” 

After Conrad left the hospital, he went to the traffic department to find the 
footage of when the accident happened. 

When he saw the truck ram into the car Fia was in, he left in fury. 

He would not simply let this be! 

The truck driver wasn’t injured that heavily. He suffered some injury on the 
head and had a shock. He would think of things as he lay in the hospital bed. 

Bang! 

The door was kicked open. 

He was so shocked that he cried out, “Who is it? Who wants to kill me?!” 

The man was wearing a black suit and a darkness covered his handsome 
face. He walked over without saying a word and placed the tip of the baseball 
bat in his hand under his chin. 

“Who… Who are you? What do you want?” 

“Be honest with me. Why did your truck crash into that car!” 

There was nervousness in the old driver’s eyes. 

“I don’t know what happened! My truck suddenly lost control.” 

When he heard the approaching footsteps behind him, Conrad said coldly, 
“Check if his truck lost control.” 

Silas quietly nodded and said, “We did the investigation. It didn’t go through its 
yearly check, so it did have some problems.” 

However, sensing the terror from Conrad’s eyes, he didn’t believe him at all. 

He raised his baseball bat and then swung it down with power. 



“Ah! Don’t kill me…!” The old driver screamed. He could hear a giant thump 
from the spot just next to his 

ear. He almost fainted. 

He blinked and realized that he felt no pain. He was somewhat confused. 

Conrad’s baseball hit the wall right next to his bed. A large spot had a huge 
dent. 

“If you don’t want your family to get hurt, you better explain everything!” 

Read Stop It She’s Remarrying by Stellar Strands 
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Sally gulped and wanted to advise Jason to wait when footsteps could be 
heard. 

The nurse who went out just now had come back with hope on her face. 

“Doctor Hall, her family has signed the letter!” 

Sally let out a sigh of relief and prepared herself. “Everyone, support Doctor 
Evans!” 

“Is… Is she going to be alright?” Conrad stared at the door with his fists 
tightened. 

Eileen looked at him angrily, “You can leave now!” 

Conrad frowned. He was not in the mood to fight her. 

“Go back to your engagement ceremony! Don’t stay here and disgust Fia!” 

Silas quietly walked over and said, “Ms. Reid, my boss promised to get 
engaged with Ms. Manning out of desperation.” 

“Liar!” Eileen glared at Conrad with angry eyes. “Ever since Esme came back, 
all you’ve wanted to do is divorce Fia! You only made her stay because of the 
baby! Now that she has been locked up, you can divorce her openly! 



Everyone out there wouldn’t say that you abandoned your original wife for a 
homewrecker! They would only think that Fia had committed a crime! Conrad 
Maxwell, you’re so heartless!” 

“No matter what you say, the engagement is just a strategy for me to slow 
things down.” 

“Ha!” Eileen let out a disgusted smile. “You work together with someone else 
to deal with a woman like her and say that the engagement is for her own 
good? Who would believe you?!” 

Conrad scratched his head and kicked at the wall, irritated. 

“I didn’t!” 

“You didn’t believe Fia at all! All you do is protect that homewrecker! Lyn, 
show him the evidence!” 

“Sure!” Lyn removed the backpack from her back only to stare at it with eyes 
wide. “Eileen…” 

Eileen could hear something was wrong in her voice and she turned and 
looked.. 

A large opening had been cut from the backpack. 

She quickly grabbed it and checked. 

“Where’re the documents? The evidence?!” 

Lyn’s face turned pale. She remembered how the media reporters were 
pushing her. She was worried that they would knock into Eileen, so she was 
focused on stopping her. She didn’t pay attention to her backpack at all. 

Conrad looked at how Eileen and her assistant reacted and asked curiously, 
“What evidence?” 

Eileen suddenly raised her head and looked at him like he was some kind of a 
scoundrel. 

“Did you send someone to do it?!” 



“Last time when Lola was going to show you the evidence in her phone, 
everything was deleted! Now that 

you appeared, all the documents and pieces of evidence are gone!” 

They were going to use it as evidence during the court case to prove Fia’s 
innocence and show what Esme really was like! 

Because they had gathered them in a rush, they didn’t have the time to back 
them up just yet. They only had one, single copy. 

“Lola?” There was disgust in his voice. “That woman can’t be counted on. All 
she did was make them fight! Her words mean nothing!” 

“Conrad, are you still a man?!” Eileen’s rage was fully shown on her face. She 
was sure that Conrad was 

behind it all! 

“What are you all yelling about?” 

At this time, a cold voice came from behind her. Eileen looked at the person 
as she gritted her teeth. 

Victor walked over with swag, his hands in his pockets. 

He glanced at Eileen before going over to Conrad with a smile, 
“Congratulations, cousin.” 

“Scram!” Conrad’s expression darkened. 

“Hey, shouldn’t I congratulate you? You can have one to the left and one to 
the right! It’s a happy day! But 

You haven’t divorce Fia, have you? Why are you getting engaged with 
another woman already? It’s a crime, you know?” 

“Quiet!” After being accused by Eileen like that, his mind was in chaos. The 
only reason he endured her was because she was Fia’s only good friend. 

But he could no longer hold it back when Victor provoked him and he quickly 
gave Victor a kick. 
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“Oh? Does this count as anger out of embarrassment ? Victor quickly moved 
away, and the sneer in his eyes became even more apparent. 

“You have a death wish!” Conrad became a raging beast and immediately 
attacked him. 

Victor didn’t have too many hobbies, but he liked to box and trained himself 
physically. The two of them. started fighting right in the corridor. 

Eileen frowned but the interest in her eyes became brighter. 

“They have the same blood in their veins… They’re both garbage.” 

Lyn wanted to say something, but she didn’t dare to say anything. She was 
very regretful of losing all the documents. 

“Should we report our loss to the police?” 

“After Fia’s surgery,” Eileen said after she took a deep breath. She was very 
anxious and she couldn’t think straight. 

The most important thing was for Fia to get out of the surgery theater safely. 
Everything else could wait. 

All the two cared about was attacking each other. In the end, it was Silas who 
pushed them apart despite the risk. He got hit on his face by both of them. 

“Whatever!” Victor said as he straightened his collars. “I’m a gentleman. I 
won’t fight with you anymore.” 

“You trash!” Conrad cursed. 

“We share the same surname. If I’m trash, you are not that different.” Victor let 
out a smile before approaching Eileen who was a few meters away. 

Eileen saw him from her peripheral vision, but she didn’t look at him. 

“Lyn, go back to the company. I need a few minutes with Eileen,” Victor said. 



“Boss, she’s not in a good mood right now. I can’t leave her here alone,” Lyn 
said. She didn’t dare to look. at Victor. While he looked like a gentleman, she 
knew that he was exactly like Fia’s husband. They were not good men. 

They were even worse than barbarians. 

In the past, she would also be attracted to these young, rich, bluebloods like 
all those innocent young women. But now, all she wanted to do was to 
maintain her distance. 

What happened to Eileen and Fia was the best warning for her. 

“Lyn, you’re the staff from my company. Not her personal staff,” Victor said 
threateningly as he narrowed his eyes. 

Eileen suddenly remembered something and then dragged Lyn to the side. 

She then said to her in a volume that only they could hear. “Lyn, go check the 
hospital’s security room. Tell them that because of a group of reporters here, 
we lost some valuables. Ask the people that have control over the security 
camera to show you the footage and see who stole my documents.” 

Lyn quickly nodded and said, “Sure, I’ll go there right now.” 

She quickly glanced at Victor and then held Eileen’s hand worryingly. 

“Then, what about your side…” 

“Don’t worry. He can’t do anything in broad daylight.” 

“Then I’ll go and check right now. I’ll come back for you as soon as I’m done.” 

Eileen shook her head and then whispered something into Lyn’s ears before 
patting on her shoulder. 

“Careful, Lyn.” 

“Don’t worry, Eileen. I’ll be fine. The driver’s with me.” 

“Sure!” 

After seeing her leave, Eileen looked at the door that was shut tightly. She 
prayed that Fia would be safe. 



“What did you ask your assistant to do?” Victor asked in a whisper after he 
walked over to her. 

Eileen pretended not to see him. She didn’t even want to look at him 

“Eileen, is what the reporters said true?” His voice became low and angry. 

Eileen gulped and said, “Boss, I’m still in my period of rest. I also don’t have 
time to waste talking with you.” 

Victor laughed. “Worried that your best friend will die?” 
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“Are you sick in the head?!” Eileen glared at him. How could he be so 
insolent?! 

“Everyone has to die eventually. There’s nothing to it.” Victor let out a smile. 

“You trash!” Conrad could feel the fire that had already extinguished in his 
heart begin to burn again when he heard what Victor said. “How dare you 
curse my wife?!” 

He shouted and rushed over toward him. 

Victor frowned when he saw how he rushed over. If he were to move away, he 
would ram into Eileen. 

Eileen had accumulated quite a number of sicknesses during the past few 
years of acting. She would feel pain in her bones if she were hit even a little 
with how frail she was. 

That was why he didn’t move away. 

Bang! 

The fist hit Victor in the face. Conrad held his collar and pressed him against 
the 

“Why do you have to curse others to die?!” 

“Ha, did I say a name?” Victor laughed despite being hit. 



wall. 

Eileen could only feel herself getting a headache when she saw how carefree 
he was. 

“Silas!” 

“Yes, Ms. Reid?” Silas said as he massaged his face. It was so painful that he 
could feel his teeth when he spoke. 

“Help your boss and hold him against the wall. Teach him a lesson. Help him 
clean his mouth too!” 

“Help me clean my mouth?” Victor let out a laugh as if he had heard a joke. 
“I’ll free you if you can help me clean my mouth in a very intimate manner!” 

“Beat him!” Eileen said angrily. 

Silas remembered how he got hit twice just now. He couldn’t hit his own boss, 
but he could always hit the other person. 

He quickly rushed over and pressed Victor against the wall before saying to 
his boss excitedly. “Beat him, sir! I’ll hold him back!” 

“…” In that instant, Conrad didn’t feel like beating him anymore. 

He hurled a fist at Victor’s chest and said, “Get rid of him!” 

“What do you-” Victor couldn’t even finish his words when something was 
stuffed into his mouth. 

He stared at Eileen with eyes so white that his eyes almost fell off. 

“Get him out!” Eileen said to Silas. 

Silas quickly used the opportunity while Victor was feeling disgusted with the 
thing in his mouth and twisted his arms behind him. He tied his hands using 
his necktie after he removed it and then escorted 

him away. 

After Victor was gone, the place became much quieter. 



Conrad looked at Eileen strangely while Eileen simply gave him a glance. 

One was Fia’s husband. One was Fia’s best friend. 

They would always fight with each other whenever they met. It was the first 
time they targeted the same. 

person. 

Three hours later, Jason left the operating table. When he reached the door, 
his legs gave way. 

He grabbed at the sterile setup table before suddenly collapsing to the 
ground. 

After Sally was done with all the follow–ups, she removed her scrubs as she 
walked toward the door. 

She saw Jason gasping for air with his back against the table. He was like a 
fish out of water. 

“Jason.” She walked over and got something out of her pocket. It was a 
glucose drink. 

Jason raised his head, his face pale. He raised his hand to take the glucose 
drink from Sally, his hand still shaking. 

There was pain in his eyes. He had just wanted to put down his hand when 
Sally stuffed the drink into his hand. 

“She’s fine now. You saved her.” 

Jason nodded with his eyes wet, holding the drink tightly. 

No one knew how he was able to hold on through the entire surgery. 

He had never been this afraid even during his residency. 
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Sally could see the fear in his eyes and she said to him gently, “Rest for a 
while. I’ll speak with her family.” 



“Sure,” Jason said as he gritted his teeth. He hated Conrad even more than 
ever. 

The surgery theater’s door opened. 

“Doctor Hall!” Both Conrad and Eileen walked to her. 

Sally gave Conrad a glance and then focused her eyes on Eileen. 

“The patient has been saved, but she’ll need to stay in the ICU for the time 
being. Once her condition. stabilizes, we can then move her to a normal 
ward.” 

Eileen was stunned and asked, “Then, the baby…” 

That was also what Conrad wanted to ask about. 

“I’m sorry.” 

Sally took in a deep breath and remembered the pressure Jason was under 
during the entire surgery. 

“Ms. Reid, since you came to the hospital, you know what was happening at 
the time.. 

“With an accident like that, no pregnant woman would be able to protect the 
baby inside of her. Not to mention that Fia had had multiple signs of placental 
abruption before this. She was already quite weak.” 

She knew that some things could be very cruel, but she had to say it. 

Jason started the operation before her family had signed the letter. If the 
director knew about this, he would be in a lot of trouble. She couldn’t allow 
him to get into further trouble. 

“You lie!” Conrad was stunned for several seconds before grabbing Sally by 
the collar. “You’re lying! Did Jason Evans ask you to say that?! That’s our first 
baby! The baby can’t just die like that! Where’s Jason 

Evans? I want to see him!” 

“What are you doing?!” Eileen screamed as she almost collapsed, her tears 
streaming down her face. 



She lifted her hand and gave Conrad a slap. 

“This is all your fault! If you protected her, she wouldn’t have to suffer through 
all this!” 

“I want to see Jason Evans!” Conrad’s eyes were red and so was his face. He 
looked a lot like an angry 

lion. 

Sally was almost out of breath, but she was not afraid. Instead, she continued 
in an even more judgmental tone. “Fia was severely injured from the accident. 
A piece of glass had plunged itself into her heart. It was Doctor Evans that 
stole her life back from Death! 

“If all you want is a child, you can just find some random woman to give you 
one! The baby’s life… is no more important than Fia’s life!” 

“No… That’s not what I mean.” Conrad instantly fell into confusion. It was not 
that he only cared about the baby and not about Fia. 

He suddenly realized something. Fia had asked him a lot of times if he wanted 
a baby. She must have wanted a child a lot. 

But the baby was gone. He couldn’t accept it. Not to mention she was the 
mother. 

The baby was inside of her for two months, and she accompanied the baby all 
this while… 

He let go of Sally and tears began to roll down his face. 

“You can’t tell her.’ 

Both Sally and Eileen looked at Conrad in shock. They didn’t understand what 
he meant by that at that 

moment. 

“Before she fully recovers, you can’t tell her. Otherwise, she won’t be able to 
bear it.” 

Conrad wiped his tears away and returned to his calm and terrifying self. 



He glared at Sally like the Reaper himself and said, “You heard me, doctor?” 

Sally frowned. She had seen plenty of mothers who had lost their children. 
They would all be saddened by the news, but Fia’s condition couldn’t allow 
her to become so emotional. 

But she didn’t believe that they could deceive Fia for long. 

“Do as he says, Doctor Hall.” 

At this time, Jason walked out of the operation theater. After drinking some 
glucose drinks, he looked much better. 

He glared at Conrad with a terrifying aura that was not any lesser than the 
latter’s. 

He walked over to him with his fist tightened. 

-Sally turned around and saw something in his eyes. She then quickly pulled 
him away. 

“Jason, you’re a doctor. Don’t let your emotions get the better of you!” 

“Let me go!” Jason said coldly as he glared at Conrad’s face. 
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Conrad knew what Jason wanted to do. Normally, he would be more than 
happy to oblige. 

But there was nothing more important to him now than to visit Fla. 

“Which ward is Fia in?” 

Sally quickly told them and said to Eileen, “Go with him, Ms. Reid.” 

“Sure.” Eileen thankfully looked at Jason and Sally before chasing after 
Conrad to visit Fia. 

Outside the ICU ward, they could see Fia lying inside behind a heavy glass 
window pane, wearing an oxygen mask with tube after tube connected to her 
body. 



Eileen’s tears couldn’t stop as she placed both her hands on the window, as if 
she could touch her and console her. 

“Conrad Maxwell… That is how the person that you protected harmed her.” 

Conrad tightened his fists as his veins popped. She was still alright yesterday, 
but she was lying in the ICU ward today. 

“I didn’t protect Esme. I didn’t want Fia to go through all of this too. If I had 
known something like this would happen, I would have picked her up earlier.” 

“You think this is all a coincidence?” Eileen said with hate on her face. “This is 
all according to Esme’s plans. She would hurt herself first, send Fia into the 
station, and then… The car accident!” 

Conrad frowned and looked at Eileen coldly. “Don’t make things up if you 
don’t have any evidence.” 

“You’re still protecting her even now?!” 

“I’m not protecting her! When I got there, I saw how they were beating Esme 
up! If I was one step late, no one would know what happened next!” 

When Conrad remembered how Fia acknowledged that she gave them the 
money, it didn’t matter why she did that. It was already enough for her to bear 
a portion of that responsibility. 

Not to mention that they testified that Fia gave them the money to beat Esme 
to death. 

“The reason I got engaged with Esme was so that the Mannings would stop 
pursuing this! I didn’t want to betray her!‘ 

“You didn’t want to know the truth?” Eileen looked at Conrad, disappointed. 

“The truth doesn’t matter anymore as long as this can be solved!” 

“Fia doesn’t think about it that way. You think that you’re doing everything for 
her own good. But what you did was simply hurt her and tarnish her 
character.” 

Conrad didn’t want to continue the fight. “I need to go and do something. I’ll 
send someone to watch over the hospital.” 



“No thanks!” Eileen said with a cool expression. “Without you, we can take 
better care of her!” 

“I’ll come later.” 

After Conrad left the hospital, he went to the traffic department to find the 
footage of when the accident happened. 

When he saw the truck ram into the car Fia was in, he left in fury. 

He would not simply let this be! 

The truck driver wasn’t injured that heavily. He suffered some injury on the 
head and had a shock. He would think of things as he lay in the hospital bed. 

Bang! 

The door was kicked open. 

He was so shocked that he cried out, “Who is it? Who wants to kill me?!” 

The man was wearing a black suit and a darkness covered his handsome 
face. He walked over without saying a word and placed the tip of the baseball 
bat in his hand under his chin. 

“Who… Who are you? What do you want?” 

“Be honest with me. Why did your truck crash into that car!” 

There was nervousness in the old driver’s eyes. 

“I don’t know what happened! My truck suddenly lost control.” 

When he heard the approaching footsteps behind him, Conrad said coldly, 
“Check if his truck lost control.” 

Silas quietly nodded and said, “We did the investigation. It didn’t go through its 
yearly check, so it did have some problems.” 

However, sensing the terror from Conrad’s eyes, he didn’t believe him at all. 

He raised his baseball bat and then swung it down with power. 



“Ah! Don’t kill me…!” The old driver screamed. He could hear a giant thump 
from the spot just next to his 

ear. He almost fainted. 

He blinked and realized that he felt no pain. He was somewhat confused. 

Conrad’s baseball hit the wall right next to his bed. A large spot had a huge 
dent. 

“If you don’t want your family to get hurt, you better explain everything!” 

Read Stop It She’s Remarrying by Stellar Strands 
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“Oh? Does this count as anger out of embarrassment ? Victor quickly moved 
away, and the sneer in his eyes became even more apparent. 

“You have a death wish!” Conrad became a raging beast and immediately 
attacked him. 

Victor didn’t have too many hobbies, but he liked to box and trained himself 
physically. The two of them. started fighting right in the corridor. 

Eileen frowned but the interest in her eyes became brighter. 

“They have the same blood in their veins… They’re both garbage.” 

Lyn wanted to say something, but she didn’t dare to say anything. She was 
very regretful of losing all the documents. 

“Should we report our loss to the police?” 

“After Fia’s surgery,” Eileen said after she took a deep breath. She was very 
anxious and she couldn’t think straight. 

The most important thing was for Fia to get out of the surgery theater safely. 
Everything else could wait. 



All the two cared about was attacking each other. In the end, it was Silas who 
pushed them apart despite the risk. He got hit on his face by both of them. 

“Whatever!” Victor said as he straightened his collars. “I’m a gentleman. I 
won’t fight with you anymore.” 

“You trash!” Conrad cursed. 

“We share the same surname. If I’m trash, you are not that different.” Victor let 
out a smile before approaching Eileen who was a few meters away. 

Eileen saw him from her peripheral vision, but she didn’t look at him. 

“Lyn, go back to the company. I need a few minutes with Eileen,” Victor said. 

“Boss, she’s not in a good mood right now. I can’t leave her here alone,” Lyn 
said. She didn’t dare to look. at Victor. While he looked like a gentleman, she 
knew that he was exactly like Fia’s husband. They were not good men. 

They were even worse than barbarians. 

In the past, she would also be attracted to these young, rich, bluebloods like 
all those innocent young women. But now, all she wanted to do was to 
maintain her distance. 

What happened to Eileen and Fia was the best warning for her. 

“Lyn, you’re the staff from my company. Not her personal staff,” Victor said 
threateningly as he narrowed his eyes. 

Eileen suddenly remembered something and then dragged Lyn to the side. 

She then said to her in a volume that only they could hear. “Lyn, go check the 
hospital’s security room. Tell them that because of a group of reporters here, 
we lost some valuables. Ask the people that have control over the security 
camera to show you the footage and see who stole my documents.” 

Lyn quickly nodded and said, “Sure, I’ll go there right now.” 

She quickly glanced at Victor and then held Eileen’s hand worryingly. 

“Then, what about your side…” 



“Don’t worry. He can’t do anything in broad daylight.” 

“Then I’ll go and check right now. I’ll come back for you as soon as I’m done.” 

Eileen shook her head and then whispered something into Lyn’s ears before 
patting on her shoulder. 

“Careful, Lyn.” 

“Don’t worry, Eileen. I’ll be fine. The driver’s with me.” 

“Sure!” 

After seeing her leave, Eileen looked at the door that was shut tightly. She 
prayed that Fia would be safe. 

“What did you ask your assistant to do?” Victor asked in a whisper after he 
walked over to her. 

Eileen pretended not to see him. She didn’t even want to look at him 

“Eileen, is what the reporters said true?” His voice became low and angry. 

Eileen gulped and said, “Boss, I’m still in my period of rest. I also don’t have 
time to waste talking with you.” 

Victor laughed. “Worried that your best friend will die?” 
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“Are you sick in the head?!” Eileen glared at him. How could he be so 
insolent?! 

“Everyone has to die eventually. There’s nothing to it.” Victor let out a smile. 

“You trash!” Conrad could feel the fire that had already extinguished in his 
heart begin to burn again when he heard what Victor said. “How dare you 
curse my wife?!” 

He shouted and rushed over toward him. 

Victor frowned when he saw how he rushed over. If he were to move away, he 
would ram into Eileen. 



Eileen had accumulated quite a number of sicknesses during the past few 
years of acting. She would feel pain in her bones if she were hit even a little 
with how frail she was. 

That was why he didn’t move away. 

Bang! 

The fist hit Victor in the face. Conrad held his collar and pressed him against 
the 

“Why do you have to curse others to die?!” 

“Ha, did I say a name?” Victor laughed despite being hit. 

wall. 

Eileen could only feel herself getting a headache when she saw how carefree 
he was. 

“Silas!” 

“Yes, Ms. Reid?” Silas said as he massaged his face. It was so painful that he 
could feel his teeth when he spoke. 

“Help your boss and hold him against the wall. Teach him a lesson. Help him 
clean his mouth too!” 

“Help me clean my mouth?” Victor let out a laugh as if he had heard a joke. 
“I’ll free you if you can help me clean my mouth in a very intimate manner!” 

“Beat him!” Eileen said angrily. 

Silas remembered how he got hit twice just now. He couldn’t hit his own boss, 
but he could always hit the other person. 

He quickly rushed over and pressed Victor against the wall before saying to 
his boss excitedly. “Beat him, sir! I’ll hold him back!” 

“…” In that instant, Conrad didn’t feel like beating him anymore. 

He hurled a fist at Victor’s chest and said, “Get rid of him!” 



“What do you-” Victor couldn’t even finish his words when something was 
stuffed into his mouth. 

He stared at Eileen with eyes so white that his eyes almost fell off. 

“Get him out!” Eileen said to Silas. 

Silas quickly used the opportunity while Victor was feeling disgusted with the 
thing in his mouth and twisted his arms behind him. He tied his hands using 
his necktie after he removed it and then escorted 

him away. 

After Victor was gone, the place became much quieter. 

Conrad looked at Eileen strangely while Eileen simply gave him a glance. 

One was Fia’s husband. One was Fia’s best friend. 

They would always fight with each other whenever they met. It was the first 
time they targeted the same. 

person. 

Three hours later, Jason left the operating table. When he reached the door, 
his legs gave way. 

He grabbed at the sterile setup table before suddenly collapsing to the 
ground. 

After Sally was done with all the follow–ups, she removed her scrubs as she 
walked toward the door. 

She saw Jason gasping for air with his back against the table. He was like a 
fish out of water. 

“Jason.” She walked over and got something out of her pocket. It was a 
glucose drink. 

Jason raised his head, his face pale. He raised his hand to take the glucose 
drink from Sally, his hand still shaking. 



There was pain in his eyes. He had just wanted to put down his hand when 
Sally stuffed the drink into his hand. 

“She’s fine now. You saved her.” 

Jason nodded with his eyes wet, holding the drink tightly. 

No one knew how he was able to hold on through the entire surgery. 

He had never been this afraid even during his residency. 
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Sally could see the fear in his eyes and she said to him gently, “Rest for a 
while. I’ll speak with her family.” 

“Sure,” Jason said as he gritted his teeth. He hated Conrad even more than 
ever. 

The surgery theater’s door opened. 

“Doctor Hall!” Both Conrad and Eileen walked to her. 

Sally gave Conrad a glance and then focused her eyes on Eileen. 

“The patient has been saved, but she’ll need to stay in the ICU for the time 
being. Once her condition. stabilizes, we can then move her to a normal 
ward.” 

Eileen was stunned and asked, “Then, the baby…” 

That was also what Conrad wanted to ask about. 

“I’m sorry.” 

Sally took in a deep breath and remembered the pressure Jason was under 
during the entire surgery. 

“Ms. Reid, since you came to the hospital, you know what was happening at 
the time.. 



“With an accident like that, no pregnant woman would be able to protect the 
baby inside of her. Not to mention that Fia had had multiple signs of placental 
abruption before this. She was already quite weak.” 

She knew that some things could be very cruel, but she had to say it. 

Jason started the operation before her family had signed the letter. If the 
director knew about this, he would be in a lot of trouble. She couldn’t allow 
him to get into further trouble. 

“You lie!” Conrad was stunned for several seconds before grabbing Sally by 
the collar. “You’re lying! Did Jason Evans ask you to say that?! That’s our first 
baby! The baby can’t just die like that! Where’s Jason 

Evans? I want to see him!” 

“What are you doing?!” Eileen screamed as she almost collapsed, her tears 
streaming down her face. 

She lifted her hand and gave Conrad a slap. 

“This is all your fault! If you protected her, she wouldn’t have to suffer through 
all this!” 

“I want to see Jason Evans!” Conrad’s eyes were red and so was his face. He 
looked a lot like an angry 

lion. 

Sally was almost out of breath, but she was not afraid. Instead, she continued 
in an even more judgmental tone. “Fia was severely injured from the accident. 
A piece of glass had plunged itself into her heart. It was Doctor Evans that 
stole her life back from Death! 

“If all you want is a child, you can just find some random woman to give you 
one! The baby’s life… is no more important than Fia’s life!” 

“No… That’s not what I mean.” Conrad instantly fell into confusion. It was not 
that he only cared about the baby and not about Fia. 

He suddenly realized something. Fia had asked him a lot of times if he wanted 
a baby. She must have wanted a child a lot. 



But the baby was gone. He couldn’t accept it. Not to mention she was the 
mother. 

The baby was inside of her for two months, and she accompanied the baby all 
this while… 

He let go of Sally and tears began to roll down his face. 

“You can’t tell her.’ 

Both Sally and Eileen looked at Conrad in shock. They didn’t understand what 
he meant by that at that 

moment. 

“Before she fully recovers, you can’t tell her. Otherwise, she won’t be able to 
bear it.” 

Conrad wiped his tears away and returned to his calm and terrifying self. 

He glared at Sally like the Reaper himself and said, “You heard me, doctor?” 

Sally frowned. She had seen plenty of mothers who had lost their children. 
They would all be saddened by the news, but Fia’s condition couldn’t allow 
her to become so emotional. 

But she didn’t believe that they could deceive Fia for long. 

“Do as he says, Doctor Hall.” 

At this time, Jason walked out of the operation theater. After drinking some 
glucose drinks, he looked much better. 

He glared at Conrad with a terrifying aura that was not any lesser than the 
latter’s. 

He walked over to him with his fist tightened. 

-Sally turned around and saw something in his eyes. She then quickly pulled 
him away. 

“Jason, you’re a doctor. Don’t let your emotions get the better of you!” 



“Let me go!” Jason said coldly as he glared at Conrad’s face. 
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Conrad knew what Jason wanted to do. Normally, he would be more than 
happy to oblige. 

But there was nothing more important to him now than to visit Fla. 

“Which ward is Fia in?” 

Sally quickly told them and said to Eileen, “Go with him, Ms. Reid.” 

“Sure.” Eileen thankfully looked at Jason and Sally before chasing after 
Conrad to visit Fia. 

Outside the ICU ward, they could see Fia lying inside behind a heavy glass 
window pane, wearing an oxygen mask with tube after tube connected to her 
body. 

Eileen’s tears couldn’t stop as she placed both her hands on the window, as if 
she could touch her and console her. 

“Conrad Maxwell… That is how the person that you protected harmed her.” 

Conrad tightened his fists as his veins popped. She was still alright yesterday, 
but she was lying in the ICU ward today. 

“I didn’t protect Esme. I didn’t want Fia to go through all of this too. If I had 
known something like this would happen, I would have picked her up earlier.” 

“You think this is all a coincidence?” Eileen said with hate on her face. “This is 
all according to Esme’s plans. She would hurt herself first, send Fia into the 
station, and then… The car accident!” 

Conrad frowned and looked at Eileen coldly. “Don’t make things up if you 
don’t have any evidence.” 

“You’re still protecting her even now?!” 

“I’m not protecting her! When I got there, I saw how they were beating Esme 
up! If I was one step late, no one would know what happened next!” 



When Conrad remembered how Fia acknowledged that she gave them the 
money, it didn’t matter why she did that. It was already enough for her to bear 
a portion of that responsibility. 

Not to mention that they testified that Fia gave them the money to beat Esme 
to death. 

“The reason I got engaged with Esme was so that the Mannings would stop 
pursuing this! I didn’t want to betray her!‘ 

“You didn’t want to know the truth?” Eileen looked at Conrad, disappointed. 

“The truth doesn’t matter anymore as long as this can be solved!” 

“Fia doesn’t think about it that way. You think that you’re doing everything for 
her own good. But what you did was simply hurt her and tarnish her 
character.” 

Conrad didn’t want to continue the fight. “I need to go and do something. I’ll 
send someone to watch over the hospital.” 

“No thanks!” Eileen said with a cool expression. “Without you, we can take 
better care of her!” 

“I’ll come later.” 

After Conrad left the hospital, he went to the traffic department to find the 
footage of when the accident happened. 

When he saw the truck ram into the car Fia was in, he left in fury. 

He would not simply let this be! 

The truck driver wasn’t injured that heavily. He suffered some injury on the 
head and had a shock. He would think of things as he lay in the hospital bed. 

Bang! 

The door was kicked open. 

He was so shocked that he cried out, “Who is it? Who wants to kill me?!” 



The man was wearing a black suit and a darkness covered his handsome 
face. He walked over without saying a word and placed the tip of the baseball 
bat in his hand under his chin. 

“Who… Who are you? What do you want?” 

“Be honest with me. Why did your truck crash into that car!” 

There was nervousness in the old driver’s eyes. 

“I don’t know what happened! My truck suddenly lost control.” 

When he heard the approaching footsteps behind him, Conrad said coldly, 
“Check if his truck lost control.” 

Silas quietly nodded and said, “We did the investigation. It didn’t go through its 
yearly check, so it did have some problems.” 

However, sensing the terror from Conrad’s eyes, he didn’t believe him at all. 

He raised his baseball bat and then swung it down with power. 

“Ah! Don’t kill me…!” The old driver screamed. He could hear a giant thump 
from the spot just next to his 

ear. He almost fainted. 

He blinked and realized that he felt no pain. He was somewhat confused. 

Conrad’s baseball hit the wall right next to his bed. A large spot had a huge 
dent. 

“If you don’t want your family to get hurt, you better explain everything!” 

Read Stop It She’s Remarrying by Stellar Strands 
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“Are you sick in the head?!” Eileen glared at him. How could he be so 
insolent?! 



“Everyone has to die eventually. There’s nothing to it.” Victor let out a smile. 

“You trash!” Conrad could feel the fire that had already extinguished in his 
heart begin to burn again when he heard what Victor said. “How dare you 
curse my wife?!” 

He shouted and rushed over toward him. 

Victor frowned when he saw how he rushed over. If he were to move away, he 
would ram into Eileen. 

Eileen had accumulated quite a number of sicknesses during the past few 
years of acting. She would feel pain in her bones if she were hit even a little 
with how frail she was. 

That was why he didn’t move away. 

Bang! 

The fist hit Victor in the face. Conrad held his collar and pressed him against 
the 

“Why do you have to curse others to die?!” 

“Ha, did I say a name?” Victor laughed despite being hit. 

wall. 

Eileen could only feel herself getting a headache when she saw how carefree 
he was. 

“Silas!” 

“Yes, Ms. Reid?” Silas said as he massaged his face. It was so painful that he 
could feel his teeth when he spoke. 

“Help your boss and hold him against the wall. Teach him a lesson. Help him 
clean his mouth too!” 

“Help me clean my mouth?” Victor let out a laugh as if he had heard a joke. 
“I’ll free you if you can help me clean my mouth in a very intimate manner!” 

“Beat him!” Eileen said angrily. 



Silas remembered how he got hit twice just now. He couldn’t hit his own boss, 
but he could always hit the other person. 

He quickly rushed over and pressed Victor against the wall before saying to 
his boss excitedly. “Beat him, sir! I’ll hold him back!” 

“…” In that instant, Conrad didn’t feel like beating him anymore. 

He hurled a fist at Victor’s chest and said, “Get rid of him!” 

“What do you-” Victor couldn’t even finish his words when something was 
stuffed into his mouth. 

He stared at Eileen with eyes so white that his eyes almost fell off. 

“Get him out!” Eileen said to Silas. 

Silas quickly used the opportunity while Victor was feeling disgusted with the 
thing in his mouth and twisted his arms behind him. He tied his hands using 
his necktie after he removed it and then escorted 

him away. 

After Victor was gone, the place became much quieter. 

Conrad looked at Eileen strangely while Eileen simply gave him a glance. 

One was Fia’s husband. One was Fia’s best friend. 

They would always fight with each other whenever they met. It was the first 
time they targeted the same. 

person. 

Three hours later, Jason left the operating table. When he reached the door, 
his legs gave way. 

He grabbed at the sterile setup table before suddenly collapsing to the 
ground. 

After Sally was done with all the follow–ups, she removed her scrubs as she 
walked toward the door. 



She saw Jason gasping for air with his back against the table. He was like a 
fish out of water. 

“Jason.” She walked over and got something out of her pocket. It was a 
glucose drink. 

Jason raised his head, his face pale. He raised his hand to take the glucose 
drink from Sally, his hand still shaking. 

There was pain in his eyes. He had just wanted to put down his hand when 
Sally stuffed the drink into his hand. 

“She’s fine now. You saved her.” 

Jason nodded with his eyes wet, holding the drink tightly. 

No one knew how he was able to hold on through the entire surgery. 

He had never been this afraid even during his residency. 
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Sally could see the fear in his eyes and she said to him gently, “Rest for a 
while. I’ll speak with her family.” 

“Sure,” Jason said as he gritted his teeth. He hated Conrad even more than 
ever. 

The surgery theater’s door opened. 

“Doctor Hall!” Both Conrad and Eileen walked to her. 

Sally gave Conrad a glance and then focused her eyes on Eileen. 

“The patient has been saved, but she’ll need to stay in the ICU for the time 
being. Once her condition. stabilizes, we can then move her to a normal 
ward.” 

Eileen was stunned and asked, “Then, the baby…” 

That was also what Conrad wanted to ask about. 

“I’m sorry.” 



Sally took in a deep breath and remembered the pressure Jason was under 
during the entire surgery. 

“Ms. Reid, since you came to the hospital, you know what was happening at 
the time.. 

“With an accident like that, no pregnant woman would be able to protect the 
baby inside of her. Not to mention that Fia had had multiple signs of placental 
abruption before this. She was already quite weak.” 

She knew that some things could be very cruel, but she had to say it. 

Jason started the operation before her family had signed the letter. If the 
director knew about this, he would be in a lot of trouble. She couldn’t allow 
him to get into further trouble. 

“You lie!” Conrad was stunned for several seconds before grabbing Sally by 
the collar. “You’re lying! Did Jason Evans ask you to say that?! That’s our first 
baby! The baby can’t just die like that! Where’s Jason 

Evans? I want to see him!” 

“What are you doing?!” Eileen screamed as she almost collapsed, her tears 
streaming down her face. 

She lifted her hand and gave Conrad a slap. 

“This is all your fault! If you protected her, she wouldn’t have to suffer through 
all this!” 

“I want to see Jason Evans!” Conrad’s eyes were red and so was his face. He 
looked a lot like an angry 

lion. 

Sally was almost out of breath, but she was not afraid. Instead, she continued 
in an even more judgmental tone. “Fia was severely injured from the accident. 
A piece of glass had plunged itself into her heart. It was Doctor Evans that 
stole her life back from Death! 

“If all you want is a child, you can just find some random woman to give you 
one! The baby’s life… is no more important than Fia’s life!” 



“No… That’s not what I mean.” Conrad instantly fell into confusion. It was not 
that he only cared about the baby and not about Fia. 

He suddenly realized something. Fia had asked him a lot of times if he wanted 
a baby. She must have wanted a child a lot. 

But the baby was gone. He couldn’t accept it. Not to mention she was the 
mother. 

The baby was inside of her for two months, and she accompanied the baby all 
this while… 

He let go of Sally and tears began to roll down his face. 

“You can’t tell her.’ 

Both Sally and Eileen looked at Conrad in shock. They didn’t understand what 
he meant by that at that 

moment. 

“Before she fully recovers, you can’t tell her. Otherwise, she won’t be able to 
bear it.” 

Conrad wiped his tears away and returned to his calm and terrifying self. 

He glared at Sally like the Reaper himself and said, “You heard me, doctor?” 

Sally frowned. She had seen plenty of mothers who had lost their children. 
They would all be saddened by the news, but Fia’s condition couldn’t allow 
her to become so emotional. 

But she didn’t believe that they could deceive Fia for long. 

“Do as he says, Doctor Hall.” 

At this time, Jason walked out of the operation theater. After drinking some 
glucose drinks, he looked much better. 

He glared at Conrad with a terrifying aura that was not any lesser than the 
latter’s. 

He walked over to him with his fist tightened. 



-Sally turned around and saw something in his eyes. She then quickly pulled 
him away. 

“Jason, you’re a doctor. Don’t let your emotions get the better of you!” 

“Let me go!” Jason said coldly as he glared at Conrad’s face. 
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Conrad knew what Jason wanted to do. Normally, he would be more than 
happy to oblige. 

But there was nothing more important to him now than to visit Fla. 

“Which ward is Fia in?” 

Sally quickly told them and said to Eileen, “Go with him, Ms. Reid.” 

“Sure.” Eileen thankfully looked at Jason and Sally before chasing after 
Conrad to visit Fia. 

Outside the ICU ward, they could see Fia lying inside behind a heavy glass 
window pane, wearing an oxygen mask with tube after tube connected to her 
body. 

Eileen’s tears couldn’t stop as she placed both her hands on the window, as if 
she could touch her and console her. 

“Conrad Maxwell… That is how the person that you protected harmed her.” 

Conrad tightened his fists as his veins popped. She was still alright yesterday, 
but she was lying in the ICU ward today. 

“I didn’t protect Esme. I didn’t want Fia to go through all of this too. If I had 
known something like this would happen, I would have picked her up earlier.” 

“You think this is all a coincidence?” Eileen said with hate on her face. “This is 
all according to Esme’s plans. She would hurt herself first, send Fia into the 
station, and then… The car accident!” 

Conrad frowned and looked at Eileen coldly. “Don’t make things up if you 
don’t have any evidence.” 



“You’re still protecting her even now?!” 

“I’m not protecting her! When I got there, I saw how they were beating Esme 
up! If I was one step late, no one would know what happened next!” 

When Conrad remembered how Fia acknowledged that she gave them the 
money, it didn’t matter why she did that. It was already enough for her to bear 
a portion of that responsibility. 

Not to mention that they testified that Fia gave them the money to beat Esme 
to death. 

“The reason I got engaged with Esme was so that the Mannings would stop 
pursuing this! I didn’t want to betray her!‘ 

“You didn’t want to know the truth?” Eileen looked at Conrad, disappointed. 

“The truth doesn’t matter anymore as long as this can be solved!” 

“Fia doesn’t think about it that way. You think that you’re doing everything for 
her own good. But what you did was simply hurt her and tarnish her 
character.” 

Conrad didn’t want to continue the fight. “I need to go and do something. I’ll 
send someone to watch over the hospital.” 

“No thanks!” Eileen said with a cool expression. “Without you, we can take 
better care of her!” 

“I’ll come later.” 

After Conrad left the hospital, he went to the traffic department to find the 
footage of when the accident happened. 

When he saw the truck ram into the car Fia was in, he left in fury. 

He would not simply let this be! 

The truck driver wasn’t injured that heavily. He suffered some injury on the 
head and had a shock. He would think of things as he lay in the hospital bed. 

Bang! 



The door was kicked open. 

He was so shocked that he cried out, “Who is it? Who wants to kill me?!” 

The man was wearing a black suit and a darkness covered his handsome 
face. He walked over without saying a word and placed the tip of the baseball 
bat in his hand under his chin. 

“Who… Who are you? What do you want?” 

“Be honest with me. Why did your truck crash into that car!” 

There was nervousness in the old driver’s eyes. 

“I don’t know what happened! My truck suddenly lost control.” 

When he heard the approaching footsteps behind him, Conrad said coldly, 
“Check if his truck lost control.” 

Silas quietly nodded and said, “We did the investigation. It didn’t go through its 
yearly check, so it did have some problems.” 

However, sensing the terror from Conrad’s eyes, he didn’t believe him at all. 

He raised his baseball bat and then swung it down with power. 

“Ah! Don’t kill me…!” The old driver screamed. He could hear a giant thump 
from the spot just next to his 

ear. He almost fainted. 

He blinked and realized that he felt no pain. He was somewhat confused. 

Conrad’s baseball hit the wall right next to his bed. A large spot had a huge 
dent. 

“If you don’t want your family to get hurt, you better explain everything!” 

Read Stop It She’s Remarrying by Stellar Strands 
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Sally could see the fear in his eyes and she said to him gently, “Rest for a 
while. I’ll speak with her family.” 

“Sure,” Jason said as he gritted his teeth. He hated Conrad even more than 
ever. 

The surgery theater’s door opened. 

“Doctor Hall!” Both Conrad and Eileen walked to her. 

Sally gave Conrad a glance and then focused her eyes on Eileen. 

“The patient has been saved, but she’ll need to stay in the ICU for the time 
being. Once her condition. stabilizes, we can then move her to a normal 
ward.” 

Eileen was stunned and asked, “Then, the baby…” 

That was also what Conrad wanted to ask about. 

“I’m sorry.” 

Sally took in a deep breath and remembered the pressure Jason was under 
during the entire surgery. 

“Ms. Reid, since you came to the hospital, you know what was happening at 
the time.. 

“With an accident like that, no pregnant woman would be able to protect the 
baby inside of her. Not to mention that Fia had had multiple signs of placental 
abruption before this. She was already quite weak.” 

She knew that some things could be very cruel, but she had to say it. 

Jason started the operation before her family had signed the letter. If the 
director knew about this, he would be in a lot of trouble. She couldn’t allow 
him to get into further trouble. 

“You lie!” Conrad was stunned for several seconds before grabbing Sally by 
the collar. “You’re lying! Did Jason Evans ask you to say that?! That’s our first 
baby! The baby can’t just die like that! Where’s Jason 

Evans? I want to see him!” 



“What are you doing?!” Eileen screamed as she almost collapsed, her tears 
streaming down her face. 

She lifted her hand and gave Conrad a slap. 

“This is all your fault! If you protected her, she wouldn’t have to suffer through 
all this!” 

“I want to see Jason Evans!” Conrad’s eyes were red and so was his face. He 
looked a lot like an angry 

lion. 

Sally was almost out of breath, but she was not afraid. Instead, she continued 
in an even more judgmental tone. “Fia was severely injured from the accident. 
A piece of glass had plunged itself into her heart. It was Doctor Evans that 
stole her life back from Death! 

“If all you want is a child, you can just find some random woman to give you 
one! The baby’s life… is no more important than Fia’s life!” 

“No… That’s not what I mean.” Conrad instantly fell into confusion. It was not 
that he only cared about the baby and not about Fia. 

He suddenly realized something. Fia had asked him a lot of times if he wanted 
a baby. She must have wanted a child a lot. 

But the baby was gone. He couldn’t accept it. Not to mention she was the 
mother. 

The baby was inside of her for two months, and she accompanied the baby all 
this while… 

He let go of Sally and tears began to roll down his face. 

“You can’t tell her.’ 

Both Sally and Eileen looked at Conrad in shock. They didn’t understand what 
he meant by that at that 

moment. 



“Before she fully recovers, you can’t tell her. Otherwise, she won’t be able to 
bear it.” 

Conrad wiped his tears away and returned to his calm and terrifying self. 

He glared at Sally like the Reaper himself and said, “You heard me, doctor?” 

Sally frowned. She had seen plenty of mothers who had lost their children. 
They would all be saddened by the news, but Fia’s condition couldn’t allow 
her to become so emotional. 

But she didn’t believe that they could deceive Fia for long. 

“Do as he says, Doctor Hall.” 

At this time, Jason walked out of the operation theater. After drinking some 
glucose drinks, he looked much better. 

He glared at Conrad with a terrifying aura that was not any lesser than the 
latter’s. 

He walked over to him with his fist tightened. 

-Sally turned around and saw something in his eyes. She then quickly pulled 
him away. 

“Jason, you’re a doctor. Don’t let your emotions get the better of you!” 

“Let me go!” Jason said coldly as he glared at Conrad’s face. 

Chapter 280 

Conrad knew what Jason wanted to do. Normally, he would be more than 
happy to oblige. 

But there was nothing more important to him now than to visit Fla. 

“Which ward is Fia in?” 

Sally quickly told them and said to Eileen, “Go with him, Ms. Reid.” 

“Sure.” Eileen thankfully looked at Jason and Sally before chasing after 
Conrad to visit Fia. 



Outside the ICU ward, they could see Fia lying inside behind a heavy glass 
window pane, wearing an oxygen mask with tube after tube connected to her 
body. 

Eileen’s tears couldn’t stop as she placed both her hands on the window, as if 
she could touch her and console her. 

“Conrad Maxwell… That is how the person that you protected harmed her.” 

Conrad tightened his fists as his veins popped. She was still alright yesterday, 
but she was lying in the ICU ward today. 

“I didn’t protect Esme. I didn’t want Fia to go through all of this too. If I had 
known something like this would happen, I would have picked her up earlier.” 

“You think this is all a coincidence?” Eileen said with hate on her face. “This is 
all according to Esme’s plans. She would hurt herself first, send Fia into the 
station, and then… The car accident!” 

Conrad frowned and looked at Eileen coldly. “Don’t make things up if you 
don’t have any evidence.” 

“You’re still protecting her even now?!” 

“I’m not protecting her! When I got there, I saw how they were beating Esme 
up! If I was one step late, no one would know what happened next!” 

When Conrad remembered how Fia acknowledged that she gave them the 
money, it didn’t matter why she did that. It was already enough for her to bear 
a portion of that responsibility. 

Not to mention that they testified that Fia gave them the money to beat Esme 
to death. 

“The reason I got engaged with Esme was so that the Mannings would stop 
pursuing this! I didn’t want to betray her!‘ 

“You didn’t want to know the truth?” Eileen looked at Conrad, disappointed. 

“The truth doesn’t matter anymore as long as this can be solved!” 



“Fia doesn’t think about it that way. You think that you’re doing everything for 
her own good. But what you did was simply hurt her and tarnish her 
character.” 

Conrad didn’t want to continue the fight. “I need to go and do something. I’ll 
send someone to watch over the hospital.” 

“No thanks!” Eileen said with a cool expression. “Without you, we can take 
better care of her!” 

“I’ll come later.” 

After Conrad left the hospital, he went to the traffic department to find the 
footage of when the accident happened. 

When he saw the truck ram into the car Fia was in, he left in fury. 

He would not simply let this be! 

The truck driver wasn’t injured that heavily. He suffered some injury on the 
head and had a shock. He would think of things as he lay in the hospital bed. 

Bang! 

The door was kicked open. 

He was so shocked that he cried out, “Who is it? Who wants to kill me?!” 

The man was wearing a black suit and a darkness covered his handsome 
face. He walked over without saying a word and placed the tip of the baseball 
bat in his hand under his chin. 

“Who… Who are you? What do you want?” 

“Be honest with me. Why did your truck crash into that car!” 

There was nervousness in the old driver’s eyes. 

“I don’t know what happened! My truck suddenly lost control.” 

When he heard the approaching footsteps behind him, Conrad said coldly, 
“Check if his truck lost control.” 



Silas quietly nodded and said, “We did the investigation. It didn’t go through its 
yearly check, so it did have some problems.” 

However, sensing the terror from Conrad’s eyes, he didn’t believe him at all. 

He raised his baseball bat and then swung it down with power. 

“Ah! Don’t kill me…!” The old driver screamed. He could hear a giant thump 
from the spot just next to his 

ear. He almost fainted. 

He blinked and realized that he felt no pain. He was somewhat confused. 

Conrad’s baseball hit the wall right next to his bed. A large spot had a huge 
dent. 

“If you don’t want your family to get hurt, you better explain everything!” 

Read Stop It She’s Remarrying by Stellar Strands 
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